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ABS TRA C T 

Of a few suggestions put forward to relax the 

Markovian assumption inherent in the multistate 

life tables currently in use, that of Charles 

J.Mode is found to be the most helpful. An 

age ependent semi-Markov model from the sample 

path perspective as suggested by Mode makes 

feasible a computer algorithm. This algorithm 

(which incorporates the Littman algorithm) 

enables a more relevant and a more realistic 

analysis of transitions between states through 

first passage probabilities and renewal densities, 

in terms of duration spent in various states and 

in terms of "pulls and push es" among ates. 

Further, the first passage probabilities lend 

themselves to parametrization which is of great 

help in further studies of effe cts of heteroge~ 

neities in the population. The model is applied 

to period data (1970) of marital states in 8elgium 

and its implications are pointed out with an 

illustrative example. In particular, the Hernes' 

model applied to the first passage probabilities 

renders interesting interpretations of sociological 

forces in operation behind the transitions between 

marital states. 
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PAR T I 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The analytic power of the multistate demographic models 

rests on the basic assumptions of homogeneity and ~arkovian 

behaviour. These two assumptions imply that all the indivi-

du s of a given age present at the same time in a given state 

have identical propensities for moving out of that state (the 

homogeneity assumption) and that these propensities are 

independent of the past history of the individuals (the Marko

vian assumption). 

However much the analytic power may have been enhanced 

by these Ma ov-based models in demographic an ysis, they are 

still unrealistic in portraying the obvious heterogeneous world 

phenomena. Same attempts have been made in relaxing these 

assumptions in same way or other, but mainly within the Marko

vian set-up. Thus, for example, Ledent (1980) suggest the 

possibility of reducing the effects of the homogeneity ,assump

tion by introducing place-of-birth specifications in the 

construction of multiregional life tables; through which a 

population, instead of being analysed as a single homogeneous 

entity, is divided into a few homogeneous groups. Ki uI and 

Philipov{1981) suggest the high-and-low intensity movers model 

(based on the classic mover-stayer model) in the context of 

reconciling demographic data collected over different periods 

of time. Such attempts carry on the demographic tradition of 

age-dependence in rates, in spite of the recognition of the 

effect of duration in demographic analysis, be it in the context 

of single state or multistate analysis. 
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If the duration variable were to be intluded in the analysis, 

it would have the implication that moves between states are dep en

dent on the length of stay in the state of origin. This dep en

dence on the length of stay in a state cannot be studied through 

these Markov-based models. This is not only because of the Marko

vian assumption which forgets the history of the individuals, but 

also because of the forward Kolmogorov differential equations on 

which these models have been constructed. Analytically, the 

forward equations consider only the last jump in a series of moves 

and "forget" how long an individual has stayed in a particular 

state before making this jump. In other words, whatever be the 

sojourn time in a particular state, the probability of making a 

jump is exponentially distributed, and hence is duration indepen

dent. In many phenomena considered in demography or in the other 

social sciences, sojo~rn times with exponential distributions 

would not fit the facts, as duration in a state does affect the 

probability of moving out of that state, especially when age 

effects are known to be important. 

To accomodate the effects of duration and other inhomogenei

ties along with the age effect, a semi-Markov model has long been 

suggested. A semi-Markov process can be described in brief thus: 

i) the individuals move from one state to another with 

random sojourn times in between; 

ii) the succesive state~isited form a Markov chain; 

iii) the sojourn time has a distribution which depends on 

the state being visited as weIl as on the next state 

to be enter ed. 

(For details, cf. Feller, 1964; Cinlar, 1975). Such a possibility 

has been explored during the last decade by analysts in various 
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fields. The implications, both theoretical and practical, of 

working with a semi-Markov model in demography can be gainfully 

glimpsed through the three research papers presented by Ralph 

B.Ginsberg, Jan M.Hoem and Charles J.Mode. 

(1971 ) 
The paper presented by Ginsberg suggests a model to capture 

" the McGinQis' axiom of "cumulative inertia", though not restric-

ted to it. According to this axiom, there is astrong and incra-

sing tendency for people to be retained in the state they occupy. 

Therefdre, it would be more relevant to subject the probability 

of leaving a state to be dependent both on the length of time a 

state has been occupied and on the next state to be visited (the 

so-called "pulls" and "pushesIJ, in contrast to the ~1arkov process 

where only the push is considered). Ginsberg suggests the use 

of semi-Markov model and outlines the possibility of incorpora-

ting such factors as age, historical effe cts and other inhomoge-

neities. 

When only duration in a state is considered, along with 

pulls and pushes, the semi-Markov model is said to be homogeneous 

or age-independent. A homogeneous model renders neat expressions 

for probability matrices; in particular, the Laplace transform 

makes easy the solution of these probability matrices. But when 

age, also an important factor in demographic analysis, is consi-

dered along with duration, computational complexity increases. 

Ginsberg suggets the device of operational time which transforms 

the inhomogeneous or age-dependent semi-Markov process into a 

homogeneous one. 

Hoem (1972) presents a mathematical treatment of inhomoge-

neous semi-Markov processes from a sample pa th perspective and 
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from a probabilistic point of view. He focuses his attention 

from the very start on the forces of transition and has recourse 

to the device of operational time suggested by Ginsberg. This 

approach leads to theoretically interesting results, but "tends 

to obscure what is being actually assumed, explicitly or impli-' 

citly, about sample paths u •
1 Further, it is not clear how an 

algorithm could be developed for generating realizations of 

sample paths through the abstract probabilities given in his 

equations in Section 4. 

Mode (1982) also treats the semi-Markov process from a 

sample path perspective but has recourse to the time-honoured 

but underutilized, theoreticaladvantages of theKolmogorov 

backward differential equations (Feller, 1950, 1966). He suggests 

the possibility of extending the backward equations through the 

sample path perspective to include the case of sojourn time in 

states with arbitrary distributions. 2 This leads to the forma-

tion of renewal-type integral equations, in bot~ge-dependent and 

age-independent cases. While the integral equations in the lat ter 

lead to an easy recursive solution, those in the former require 

an application of Littman's algorithm in their discrete time 

analogues (Littman and Mode, 1977). 

The basic ideas underlying these three papers can be traced 

back, in one form or another, to earlier works of Feller (1950, 

1964, 1966). The approach each paper takes, however, has advan-

tages of its own; theoretical (in helping towards a clearer under-

1. Charles J.~ode (1982), p.540. 

2. Backward equations have always been used for further mathematical 

manipulations in stochastic literature. Ginsberg (1971) also 

makes use of them in deriving the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of 

the transition probability matrices in the homogeneous case (p.245). 
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standing of concepts) and practical (in helping to develop a 

workable algorithm). From the practical point of view, the 

methodology suggested by ~ode has been found to be the most 

helpful. As was explained briefly above, his methodology is 

built on the backward Kolmogorov equations which are based on 

consideration of the first move in a series of steps - a property 

which facilitates the introduction of sojourn time in states. 

Thus, the first passage probabilities ( which are the probabili

ties of moving out of a state occupied for a certain length of 

time) are generated as preliminary steps to finding the state 

probabilities. In fact, these first passage probabilities seem 

to present a more relevant and more realistic picture than the 

state probabilities, and easily lend themselves to parametriza

tion which can be used in the study of the effects of heterogeneity. 

Finding the state probabilities via the first passage proba

bilities in the age-dependent semi-Markov model is done through 

the application of Littman algorithm. Without this algorithm, it 

would not be possible to build more realistic models incorporating 

age-dependent semi-Markov processes. 

This paper tries to map out the implications of the methodo

logy suggested by Made, of the Littman algorithm without which an 

age-dependent semi-Markov model cannot possibly be applied, and 

of certain salient features not to be found in the usual Markov

generated life tables. All this is illustrated with the ~se 0' 
period data normally available to demographers. This complements 

the application of the same methodology and Littman algorithm to 

longitudinal data of the Taichung Medical IUD Experiment by Mode 

and Soyka (1980) and to longitudinal but truncated data of the 

work histories of the disabled by Hennessey (1980). The period 

data used here are of marital status in Belgium, 1970. 
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A brief review of the basic ideas on which the semi-Markov 

model is built in presented in Section 2. The application of 

the algorithm ensuing from these basic ideas to peri ad data is 

illustrated in Sectlon 3. Same sallent features of this seml

Markov model are pointed out in Section 4. And the interesting 

results of an attempt at parametrizing the first passage proba

billties are presented in Section 5. Possibilities of bringing 

a greater degree of heterogeneity into the semi-Markov model and 

further works envisaged are outlined in the last section. 
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2. A BRIEF REVIEW OF THE 5EMI~MARKOV MODEL: MODE's FORMULATION 

a) Kolmogorov eguations extended to include sojourn times 

in states 

The Kolmogorov differenti equations are fundamental in 

any treatment of Markov chains. They are given 
3 

as : 

ÓP .. (s,t) 
1J 

ót 

óP •. (s,t) 
1J 

= -qj(t).Pij(s,t) +1.: P ik (s,t)·qk(t)· l1kj(t) 

krfj 

= qi(s).Pij(s,t) - 1.: qi(s). l1ik (s).Pkj (s,t) 

krfi 

The first is called the forward differential equation , the 

second the backward differential equation. Both the forward 

and the backward equations are essentially equivalent. The 

forward equations are intuitively easier to understand, but 

require an additional assumption, though purely analytical in 

character, in their derivation. The backward equations are 

easier to deal wi th from a rïJ!,;)orous point of view because of 

(1 ) 

the less restrictive assumptions used to establish their validity. 

(For details, cf. Feller, 19S0,pp.470-78.) 

When the forward and backward equations are expressed in a 

different form in order to introduce sojourn times in 5 tes, 

they become, in the case of the age-independent (homogeneous) case, 

3. The q's and n's have their usual connotations, namely, q's 

are the intensity functions defined by q. ,(5) = Lt Pij(s,s+h)/h 
1 J h -'.0 

and q., = Lt (1-P .. (s,s+h»/h, and q1' =-'J: q1'J' =-q1'1'· And niJ' 
11 h--O 11 

is the conditional probability of going to jrfi, given that the 

process leaves i. 
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-q.t t -q.(t-s) 
P .. ( t) = ö ..• e J + L fp·k(s).qk' J ds (1 a) 1J 1J k;6j 1 

11k j" e 

C 

-q.t t -q. s 
P .. ( t) ~ ..• e 1 

L Jq .. e 1 'nik·Pkj(t-s) ds (2a) = + . 1J 1J k;6i 1 
0 

where P .. (t), the state probability, denotes the probability of 
1J 

being in state j within t time units given that the individual 

(or the process) was in state i at t=O. These two expressions 

of the Kolmogorov differential equations express the state proba-

bility as the sum of two complementary events in a better way 

than in their original form in (1) and (2). Ttleir interpretations 

bring out the difference between the two equations. 

First, consider the backward equation. Given that the 

process starts in state i at t=o, two complementary events are 

possible. (i) The process is still in state i at t> O. In this 

case, j=i, and the probability of this event is exp(-q.t)dt. 
1 

The kronecker delta ( ö •. ) 
1J makes the probab ity zero when j;6i. 

(ii) The process leaves the initial state i at least once during 

the interval (0, iJ , t > O. As 

density function of exponential distribution, q .• exp(-q.s)ds 
1 1 

denotes the probability of leaving the initial state i during a 

small time interval ds. Given that the process leaves i , l1ik 

is the conditional probability that it moves to state k;6i. once 

the state k has been entered at time s, Pkj(t-s) is the condi

tional probability of being in state j at time t. Integrating 

over s and summing over 1 k;6 i yields the second term. The 

sum of these two complementary events constitutes the expression 

of the backward equation as given above. 

On the other hand, in the expression of the forward equa-
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tion, the two complementary events are as follows: (i) Given 

that the process starts in state i at t=O, the process is found 

in state k at time s> 0, which is denoted by Pik(s). Only the 

last move preceding time t is now taken into consideration. 

The probability of a move from state k has the density qk' 

whatever be the sojourn time in state k at time s. Here, the 

memoryless property of the exponential distribution plays a 

crucial role. 4 Given that the process leaves state k, n. is KJ 

the conditional probability of a move to state j, and the proba-

bility of no further jump between s and t equals exp(-q.(t-s». 
J 

Integrating over s and summing over k~j gives the second term. 

(ii) The second event of staying in the same state i is given 

by the first term, which has the same interpretation as in the 

backward equation. 

In the evolution of techniques for constructing the Markov-

generated increment-decrement life tables, it is the forward 

equation which has been made use of (Schoen & Land, 1979; Sch8en, 

1979; Ktishnamoorthy, 1979; Keyfitz, 1980). This equation is 

based on considerations concerning the last move out of state k 

and on the memoryless property of the exponential distribution. 

Thus, if p(x) is the state transit ion probability matrix, ..... 
p(x+t) = P(x).exp(Q(x).t) for t>O, provided an estimate of the 

,.., rV "" 

matrix Q(x) depending on age x is available. The use of the for
,..J 

ward equation in constructing increment-decEement life tables 

4. Explanation: If Tk is a random variabIe repre senting the 

sojourn time in state k, the distribution function of Tk is given 

by P(T k , t) = Fk(t) = 1-exp(-qkt), t> O. Then the conditional 

probability that the process moves out of k during a small time 

interval (u, u+h), h> 0, given th at i t has been in k for u time 

units, u>O, is given by P(u<Tk";;U+h I Tk>u) = Fk(u+h)_rk(u) 
1 - Ik (u) 
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makes of them easy extensions of single decrement life tables 

and only involves substituting vectors for scalars. But it does 

not give any insight into the length of stay or sojourn times in 

different states. 

The backward equation has always been held to be the "point 

of departure" in any further mathematical treatment associated 

with Markov chains. It is also the point of departure in the 

algorithm developed by Mode. His approach consists in defining 

the basic probabilities found in the expres sion of the backward 

equation directlyon the framework of the idea of sample paths, 

and in constructing one-step transition probabilities through the 

application of the theory of competing risks • 

... '. 
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b) One-step semi-Markov Transition Probabilities 

From the sample path perspective, let Xn denote the state 

entered at the n-th step, Yn the sojourn time in state Xn_1 

(n~1), and A •• (t) be the conditional probability of being 1.J 

in state j at time t given that the process was in state i at 

t=O, and stayed in state i for Yn time units. Then, 

= A •• (t) 
1.J 

whereby A •• (t) is a one-step t ransi tion functi on. Th is is 
1.J 

easily identified from the Markov Renewal Theory in the age-

independent (homogeneDus) case as equivalent to 

A •• ( t ) 
1.J = 

-q.t 
IT .• ( 1 - e 1.) 

1.J 

(3 ) 

(4) 

where IT .. = q . . /q·. 1.J 1.J 1. From this, it follows that the distribution 

of sojourn time in state i is 

A. ( t) 1. 

And hence, 

= :r A •• (t) 
j 1.J = 1 -

-q.t 1. 
e 

1-A.(t) 
1. 

is the conditional probability that the 

process is still in i at time t given that it started in i at 

(5) 

t=O. Let aij(t) be the density of the transition function Aij(t); 

thus, 

a .. ( t) 
1.J = 

dA .. ( t) 
1.J 

dt 

-qi t 
= n ... q .• e 1.J 1. 

(6) 

With these expressions coming from the sample path perspective, 

the backward equation can be expressed as 

Pij(tl = Jij (i-Ai(tl) + k~i jtaik(sloPkj(t-sldS 
(J 

This formule requires only a minor modification when absorbing 

(7a) 

states are considered. Let the state spa ce 5 be divided into 51 
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of abs orbing states and S 2 of transient states. l!lh en i E S1 of 

absorbing states, A .. (t)= 1 
11 

and A •• ( t)= O. When iE S2 and IJ 

P .. (t) = 
IJ 

\: 
Ai}t) + k~iJ aik(s).Pkj(t-S)ds 

o 

The equations (7) are called Renewal-type Integral Equations in 

the stochastic literature. 

(7b) 

Sa far only the homogeneous case has been considered. This 

can be easily extended to the inhomogeneous (age-dependent) case, 

5 at least in theory. In the inhomogeneous case, let the function 

A .. (x,t) denote the conditional probability that an individual 
IJ 

aged x enters state i and makes a one-step transition to state j 

during th~ age interval (x, x+t) , t> O. If i is an absorbing 

state, and A .. (x,t)= O. IJ 
If i is not an absorbing 

state,suppose that there are corresponding densities aij(x,t). 

Extending the notations involved in equations (3) to (7), the 

integral equations become 

and 

t 
Pij(x,t) == °ij O-Ai(X,tU+ k~i J aik(x,s).Pkj(x+s,t-S)dS 

o 

P .• (x,t) = IJ A •• (x,t) IJ 

for i,k,j E S2 

\:: 
L 1 a·k(x,s).P k .(x+s,t-s)ds 

+ k~' 1 J 
1"1 /) 

(8a) 

for i,k E 5
2 

and jE 51 (Bb) 

Though these integral equations have been easily extended to cover 

the case of age dependence, the computational complexity involved 

increases because of additional dimensionality now present and, in 

particular, because of the presence of later time points (x+s) 

in the second term on the right hand side. 

5. For details, cf. Mode, 1982, pp.541-546. 
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(c) Application of the Theory of Competing Risks 

Dur attention is focussed here on the age-dependent case. 

According to the theory of competing risks, there are indepen

dent latent sojourn times T.. with distribution functions F .. ( t) 1J 1J 

governing not only what state is visited next but also the time 

when this visit occurs. Corresponding to this latent distribu-

tion function, there are also the density and risk functions 

given respectively by 

f .. (t) = 
1J 

dF .. ( t ) 1J 
dt 

and (j • • (t) = 
1J 

f .. ( t) 
1J 
1 -F .. ( t ) 

1J 

Similarly in the age-dependent case, given that the state i is 

entered when the individual is aged x, the conditional latent 

distribution function associated with state j~i is given by 

F .. (x,t) = 
1J 

F .. (x+t) F .. (x) 
1J 1J 
1 - F •. (x) 

1J 

and its associated latent risk function is 

11 • • (x,t) = 1J 1 - F .. (x,t) 1J 

(9 ) 

where f .. (x,t) 1J is the partial derivative of Fij(x,t) with respect 

to tand hence is the density function. It can be shown from (9) 

th at 
1 - F .. (x+t) 1J 

1 - F .. (x,t) = 1J 1 - F .. ( x ) 
1J 

(1 D) 

and hence 11 • • (x,t) 
1J = 9 .. (x+t) 

1J 
(11 ) 

This greatly simplifies the procedure directed at accomodating 

age-dependence in discrete time, as the conditional latent risk 

function lIij is determined by merely translating the risk func-

tion Tl •• asin (11). 1J 
Substantively this means that the latent 

risk function of an individual,who entered state i when aged x, 
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to move to state j before t time units is equivalent to the 

latent risk function of an individual aged x+t. 

Defining a corresponding discretized risk function, say, 

r .. (x,t) = q .. (x+t), we can show that 1J 1J 

= 
A .. (x,t) - A .. (x,t-1) 1J 1J (12) 

Before developing the algorithm based on the relationship (12), 

four points need to be emphasized. 

i) In terms of semi-Markov processes in discrete time, qij(t) 

is the conditional probability of a move to state j by time t, 

given that the state i was entered at t=O and the process was 

still in i at time (t-1). Similar interpretation holds good for 

the expression q .. (x+t) 
1J found in (12). 

ii) H ow to obtain the estimates q .. ? In the usual procedure 
1J 

for constructing the multistate life tables, the observed age-

specific rates are made equal to the life table rates and to the 

intensities of transition. The same observed age-specific rates 

can be used to get the estimates of the conditional probabilities 

q.. by utilizing actuarial methods for converting rates into 
1J 

probabilities. In demographic practice, the conversion of rates 

into probabilities is done mainly through the linearity or the 

exponential assumption. In the application that follows in this 

paper, the linearity assumption has been retained, sa as to make 

camparisons possible with the results obtained from the applica-

tion of Markov-generated life tables constructed with the same 

assumption. 

iii) The transition probabilities Aij are one-step transition 

probabilities. Therefore, caution should be exercised while fix-
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ing age intervals; if they are wide, say 5 years, then multiple 

steps among states may contaminate the data and the results. 

For this reason, qij above has been restricted to the age 

interval (x+t-1, x+t); otherwise, it can generally be defined 

over the interval (x+t l' x+t), n;;;., 1. In the following appli-n- n 

cation, the one year age interval has been retained. 

iv) There is an obvious difficulty encountered when period 

data are used - age at entrance into a state is not usually 

known in such a case. However, multistate life tables can be 

constructed, in general, for eath age x as if the process started 

in each different i at each age x. This procedure would make 

the final results of the state probabilities obtained through 

the semi-Markov process outlined here comparable to the results 

obatined through the "status-based" measures of the Markov process 

(Willekens et al., 1980). See Section 3 for comparative results. 

Once the estimates q.. have been obtained, they can be 
1J 

transformed into the estimates of the function A.. through the 
1J 

following relationships: 

let qi(x+t) = 

Pi(x+t) = 

w.(x+t) = 
1 

~ q .. (x+t) 
J 1J 

1 - qi(x+t) 

p.(x+1 ).p.(x+2) •••••.• p.(x+t), 
111 

letting w. (x') =1. 
1 

(1 3 ) 

then, A .. (x,t) 
1J 

= w. (x+k-1 ).q .. (x+k), for x ;;;..0, t;;;., 1. 
1 1J 

It is worth noting that since no state is vacated immediately, 

aij(x,O)=O, and hence Aij(x,O)=o. Also, in the discrete version, 

a .. (x,t) = A .. (x,t) - A .. (x,t-1) 
1J 1J 1J (14) 

= w· (x+t-1 ) .q .. (x+t) 
1 1J 
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Further, expressing (8a) and (Bb) in their discrete farms, 

P •• ( x , t) = ö.. Q' -A . ( x, t )l lJ lJ 1 U 

P .. (x,t) = A .. (x,t) lJ lJ 
(1 5b) 

Note that the right hand sides of the above equations do not allow 

a recursive calculation as they involve the later time points (x+s). 

It is this characteristic which differentiates the age-dependent 

semi-Markov model from the age-independent one and makes the 

former more complex in actual calculations. At this juncture, 

the algorithm developed by Littman (Littman & Mode, 1977; Mode & 

Pickens, 1979) comes quite handy to circumvent the difficulty. 

To explain very briefly the Littman algorithm, consider an 

example. Suppose we were to calculate Pij(20,2). One can verify 

that this amounts to the expression Pij(20,2)= { aik(20,1 ).P kj (21,1). 

Thus, to calculate Pi /20,2), one needs to know Pkj(21,1), which 

denotes the probability that an individual who entered state k at 

age 21 will be found in state j one year later. Of all the in di-

viduals who enter state k at agé 21, same woûld make a one-step 

transition to j and continue staying there; same others would make 

one-step transition to some state v and th en make another one-

step transition to j, all these within one year interval, etc. 

Thus, Pkj(21,1) implies not only the one-step transitions but a1so 

multiple transitions. The densities associated with these multiple 

transitions are called renewal densities, as the process renews 

itself af ter the first one~step transition. These renewa1 densities 

are based on the one-step transition densities, and since the latter 

are known for all ages and for all durations, Pkj(21,1) can be 

expressed in terms of these one-step transition densities or 

renewal densities. The Littman a1gorithm ca1cu1ates the renewa1 
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densities through the one-step transition densities aik. And 

the algorithm is as follows: 

m .. (x,t) 
1J = + 1: 

k 

t 
1: 

S=O 
(1 6) 

for k E 5
2

, where act .(x,O)= b •. and al? .(x,t)=O for t~O. 1J 
Note 

1J 1J 

that the intermediate state k can only be of 5 2 as no "renewal" 

takes place in the absorbing state. The system (16) is a recur-

sive system in t for each x because a .. (x,O)=O. 1J 

With these renewal densities, (15a) and (15b) can be 

reexpressed as 

P .. (x,t) = ~ ~ mik(x,s).ókj [1-A k (X+s,t-s)] 1J k s 

== ~ m .. (x, s) Q-A . (x+s, t-s)] for i,k,jES 2 s 1J J 

and, 

P .. (x,t) = ~ ~ mik(x,s).Akj(x+s,t-s) for i, k E 5 2 1J k s 

and jE 51 

(1 7a) 

(1 7b) 

Before concluding this section, a final note on the semi_ 

Markov process would be of some help in understanding the results 

obtained through its application in the following sections. in 

an age-independent semi-Markov process, the successive states 

v isi ted (namel y, the sequence I Xn I ) form a Markov chain; 

and given. this sequence, the successive sojourn times (namely, 

the sequence IY n I ) are conditionally independent. On the other 

hand, in an age-dependent semi-Markov process, apart from the 

sequence IXnl which forms a Markov chain, the successive sequence 

of the state-age pairs of states visited and of the age of the 

individual at the n-th step (namely, the sequence txn , Tnl ) 

also enjoys the Markov property; but the sequence !Y lof sojourn n 
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times in states is neither independently distributed nor enjoys 

the Markov property. For details, cf. Cinlar (1975), ch.10 and 

Mode (1982) pp.543-46. 

What has been said above about the transitions of a parti

cular individual in a population is also true of a homogeneous 

population composed of individuals following the same stochastic 

process, or of a heterogeneous population in which different 

stochastic processes are followed. 
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3. APPLICATION TO BELGIAN CENSUS DATA, 1970 

The census in question was conducted on the 31st, Dec., 

1970 and provides population figures byeach marital status. To 

obtain the count of transitions between marital states correspon-

ding to this date, an average of the figures of transitions in 

the years 1970 and 1971 is taken. The transitions to widowhood 

are obtained from the number of deaths ( of married persons) of 

the opposite sex, without having recourse to any correction for 

disparity in ages between the spouses. The present paper gives 

only the results of the analysis done with the data on females. 

(a) Computer Problems 

In the calculations involved, there are four matrices: 

~(x,t) = [Aij(x,t)] - the matrix of one-step transition proba-

bilities, also called first passage 

probabilities 

a(~,t) = [?ij(x,t)j - the matrix of first passage densities ,.... 

r~(x,t) = [mij(x, t)J - the matrix of renewal densities 
~ 

p(x,t) ,- [p ij(x, t)] - the matrix of state probabilities 
.-..J 

As A.. are one-s tep transi ti on probabil ti es, the use of one year 
1J 

age interval would be the best. Using the single year age inter-

vals, from age 15 to age 70 which is open-ended, with 25 duration 

time-points, the four states of Never Married (NM), Presently 

Married (PM), Widowed (W) and Divorced (0) and the absorbing state 

Death (DH) would give matrices with arrays of (x,j,i,t)=(56,5,4,25). 

Obviously, the computer memory space required would be enormous, 

and some effort is required at reducing this calIon memory space. 
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Ouring the preliminary trials, 5-year age intervals were 

used and no obvious errors such as negative probabilities or 

probabilities greater than unity were encountered. Therefore, 

5-year age groups can perhaps always be used, thus minimizing 

greatly the required memory space, provided care is taken that 

the probability requirements are not violated. A via media 

could also be tried, using a mixture of single and 5-year age 

intervals (e.g. using single years for ages between 20 and 30, 

and 5-years for the rest). The results thereof were also satis-

factory. 

When using the single year intervals, the following proce-

dure was adopted. The computer program was divided into four 

parts: 

Part 1 - calculates the observed rates from the data file, 

converts them into conditional probabilities qij 

through the linearity assumption and finds the 

stationary probabilities IT • .• 
lJ These results are 

stored in Tape1 and Tape2 respectively. 

Part 2 - makes use of the q .. from Tape1 to find the first 
lJ 

passage probabilities A .. and their densities a.
J
. lJ . 1 

and stores these results in Tape3 and Tape~ respecti-

vel y. The arrays of the matrices A and a are kept ,.., ~ 

to their full size, as these are required for cal cu-

lating the Mand P matrices. 
rJ ,-..I. 

Part 3 - makes use of the a matrices from Tape4 to find the 
,-..J 

renewal densities,and these are stored in Tape5. 

The first array of the matrix r'l is reduced to 36, 
,-..J 

that is, only up to age 50 inclusively, as ages 

beyond this limit are not of much interest in many 
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domains of demographic analysis. 

Part 4 - makes use of the A-values from Tape3 and m-values 

from Tape5 to find the final state probabilities. 

The first array of ~ is also reduced to 35 as in 

the case of 1Y1. ,.... 

Even af ter slpitting the whole job into four parts as above, the 

memory space required is still enormous. Thus, for example, the 

matrix A with arrays (56,5,4, 
rJ 

) alone requires more than 

200,000 CM, not normally available in a job with a COC computer. 

Therefore, Parts 2 to 4 are made to work in two subdivi~ions.with 

matrices of arrays half the size of what is necessary. 

(b) An Illustrative Example 

A5 an example from the computer output, Table 1 provides 

the first passage probabilities, ble 2 the renewal den si ties 

and Table 3 the state probabilities,- for x, the age of entrance 

into the relevant states of interest, equal to 15 and 20. 

Note that since certain direct transitions in our study are 

not possible, for example from the NM to 0, the corresponding 

first passage probabilities are also zero. But the renewal den-

sities are not zero, because once the direct transition is made 

to the PM from the NM, the process renews itself and passes from 

the PM to 0 within the same duration. 

Since each age is taken as the age of entrance into state. i, 

there will be a corresponding life table for each age x. In the 

Markov-generated mul ti state life table construction, a distinction 

is made between the population-based measures and the status-based 

measures. The status-based life table gives the expected number 



******************************** * FIRST PASSAGE *' Table 1 • * PRoaABILITIES FOR EACH STATUS* 
* ENTEREO AT AGE X * 
* F I R S T PAR T * 
******************************** 

ACE OF ENTRANCE INTO STATUS IS 15 ---------------- ----------------ACE NEV. MAR. PRES. MAR WIOOWEO. OIVORCEO 
*** ******** ******** ******** ******** 
X+T NM PM W 0 DH NM PM W D DH NM PM W 0 DH NM PM W 0 DH 

1:3 O. 000 .003 0.000 O. 000 .000 0.000 0, 000 0,000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 O.OOQ 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
..16 0.000 . 016 0,000 O. 000 .001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 .001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 .105 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
17 0.000 .052 0.000 0.000 .001 0.000 0.000 0.000 .001 .001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 .105 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
18 0.000 . 130 0.000 0.000 .002 0.000 0.000 0.000 .001 .002 0.000 · 028 0.000 0.000 .105 0.000 · 095 0.000 0.000 0.000 
19 O. 000 .256 0.000 0.000 .002 0.000 0.000 .000 .003 · 003 0.000 .079 0.000 0.000 · 105 0.000 · 126 0.000 0.000 0.000 
20 0,000 .405 0.000 0.000 ,003 0.000 0.000 · 001 .004 · 003 0.000 .156 0.000 0.000 · 105 0.000 .307 O. 000 0.000 0.000 
21 0.000 .564 0.000 O. 000 · 003 0.000 O. 000 · 001 .007 .004 0.000 .233 0.000 0.000 .105 0.000 .419 0.000 0.000 0.000 
22 0.000 .685 0.000 0, 000 .003 0.000 O. 000 · 002 · 010 · 004 0.000 .299 0.000 0.000 .117 0.000 .565 0,000 0.000 · 003 
23 0.000 ,775 0.000 O. 000 .004 O. 000 0.000 · 003 · 014 · 004 0.000 .349 0.000 0.000 .125 0.000 .649 0.000 0.000 · 006 
24 O. 000 .932 O. 000 0.000 .004 0.000 0.000 · 003 · 019 · 005 0.000 .412 0.000 0.000 · 131 0.000 .710 0.000 0.000 · 006 
25 0.000 .871 0.000 0, 000 .004 O. 000 0,000 · 004 · 02::1 · 005 0.000 .461 0.000 0.000 · 133 0.000 .773 0.000 0.000 · 006 
26 0.000 .893 O. 000 0.000 · 004 0.000 0.000 · 005 · 031 · 006 0.000 .499 0.000 0.000 · 139 O . .000 .919 0.000 0.000 · 007 
27 0.000 .908 0.000 0.000 .004 0.000 O. 000 · 006 · 037 · 006 0.000 .529 0.000 0.000 · 139 0.000 .947 0.000 0.000 · 007 
28 0.000 .919 0.000 O. 000 .005 0.000 0.000 · 007 · 043 .007 0.000 .551 0.000 0.000 .143 0.000 .972 0.000 0.000 · 009 I 
29 0, 000 .928 O. 000 O. 000 .005 0.000 O. 000 · 009 · 049 .007 0.000 .569 0.000 0.000 · 145 0.000 .993 0.000 0.000 · 009 
30 0.000 .934 O. 000 0.000 .005 0.000 0.000 · 009 · 054 · 009 0.000 .587 0.000 0.000 .145 0.000 .906 0.000 0.000 · 009 N 
31 O. 000 .938 O. 000 o. 000 .005 0.000 0.000 · 010 , 059 .008 0.000 .603 0.000 0.000 · 145 0.000 .919 0.000 0.000 · OOB F\J 
32 0.000 .941 0.000 O. 000 .005 O. 000 o. 000 · 012 · 064 · 009 0.000 .614 0.000 0.000 .145 0.000 .929 0.000 0.000 · 009 
33 O. 000 .944 O. 000 0.000 .005 0.000 O. 000 · 013 · 069 · 010 O. 000 .625 0.000 0.000 .147 0.000 .936 O. 000 0.000 · 009 I 
34 0,000 .947 0.000 0.000 · 005 0.000 O. 000 · 014 .073 .011 0.000 .637 0.000 0.000 .147 0.000 943 0.000 0.000 · 009 

! 
33 0.000 .949 O. 000 0.000 .005 0.000 O. 000 · 015 .078 · 012 O. 000 .646 0.000 0.000 · 149 0.000 .949 0.000 O. 000 · 009 
36 0.000 ,950 O. 000 0.000 006 0.000 0.000 · 017 .081 · 013 0.000 .653 0.000 0.000 .149 0.000 .953 0.000 0.000 · 009 .. 
37 0.000 .952 0.000 O. 000 .006 O. 000 0.000 .018 .095 .014 0.000 .661 0.000 0.000 .150 0.000 .957 0.000 0.000 · 009 
38 0.000 .953 O. 000 0.000 .006 O. 000 0.000 · 020 .089 · 015 0.000 .667 0.000 0.000 · 151 0.000 .960 0.000 O. 000 · 009 
39 O. 000 .954 O. 000 0.000 · 006 0.000 0.000 · 021 .091 · 016 0.000 .672 0.000 0.000 · 151 0.000 .963 0.000 0.000 · 010 

ME OF ENTRANCE INTO STATUS IS 20 ---------------- ----------------
AGF. NEV. MAR. PRES. MAR WroOWED. OIVORCEO 
,,'** *****'l~** ******** ******** ******** X+T NM PM W D DH NM PM W D DH NM PM W 0 DH NM PM W 0 DH 

20 0.000 .201 O. 000 o. 000 .001 0.000 0.000 · 000 .002 · 000 0.000 · 09::1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 .207 0.000 0.000 0.000 
21 0.000 .414 0.000 0.000 .001 0.000 0.000 · 001 · 004 .001 0.000 .189 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 .334 0.000 0.000 0.000 
22 0.000 .579 0.000 O. 000 .002 0.000 O. 000 · 001 .007 · 001 0.000 .271 0.000 0.000 · 014 0.000 .502 0.000 0.000 · 004 
'23 0.000 .700 O. 000 0.000 · 002 0.000 0.000 · 002 · 011 · 002 0.000 .331 0.000 0.000 · 024 0.000 .599 0.000 0.000 · 007 
24 0.000 .776 O. 000 0.000 .002 0.000 0.000 · 003 · 016 .002 0.000 .409 0.000 0.000 · 031 0.000 .669 0.000 0.000 · 007 
25 0.000 .829 O. 000 0.000 · 003 0.000 0.000 · 004 · 023 · 003 0.000 .470 0.000 0.000 · 034 0.000 .740 0.000 0.000 · 007 
26 0.000 .859 0.000 0.000 · 003 0.000 O. 000 · 005 · 029 · 003 0.000 .514 0.000 0.000 · 040 0.000 .792 0.000 0.000 · 009 
27 0.000 .879 0.000 0.000 · 003 0.000 0.000 · 006 · 035 .004 O. 000 · 551 0.000 0.000 · 041 0.000 .925 O. 000 0.000 · 009 
28 0.000 .894 0.000 O. 000 · 003 0.000 O. 000 · 007 · 041 · 004 0.000 .579 0.000 0.000 · 046 0.000 .954 O. 000 0.000 · 009 
29 0.000 .905 O. 000 0.000 · 003 O. 000 0.000 · oae · 046 · 005 O. 000 .601 0.000 0.000 .049 0.000 .979 O. 000 0.000 · 009 
30 0.000 .914 0.000 O. 000 · 004 O. 000 O. 000 · 009 · 051 · 005 0.000 .624 0.000 0.000 · 049 0.000 .993 O. 000 0.000 · 010 
31 O. 000 .919 0.000 0.000 004 0.000 O. 000 · 010 · 056 · 006 0.000 .643 0.000 0.000 · 049 0.000 .906 O. 000 0.000 · 010 
32 0.000 .924 0.000 O. 000 · 00'1- 0.000 0.000 · 011 · 061 · 007 0.000 .656 0.000 0.000 · 049 0.000 .919 0.000 0.000 · 010 
33 O. 000 .928 0.000 0.000 · 004 O. 000 O. 000 · 012 · 066 · 007 0.000 .670 0.000 0.000 · 051 0.000 .927 O. 000 0.000 · 010 
34 0.000 .931 O. 000 0.000 · 004 0.000 0.000 · 013 .071 008 0.000 .684 0.000 0.000 · 051 0.000 .935 O. 000 O. 000 · 010 
35 O. 000 .~33 0.000 0.000 .004 0.000 O. 000 · 015 · 075 · 009 0.000 .696 0.000 0.000 · 053 0.000 .941 0.000 0.000 · 010 
36 0.000 .936 0.000 0.000 · 005 0.000 0.000 · 016 · 079 · 010 0.000 .705 0.000 0.000 · 0:54 0.000 .946 O. 000 0.000 · 011 
Tl 0.000 .938 0.000 O. 000 · 005 O. 000 O. 000 · 019 · 082 .011 0.000 .714 0.000 0.000 · 055 0.000 .951 0.000 0.000 · 011 
38 0.000 .9:39 0.000 0.000 · 005 0.000 0.000 .019 · 086 · 012 0.000 .722 0.000 0.000 · 0:56 O. 000 .9::14 O. 000 0.000 · 011 
39 0.000 .940 0.000 0.000 .005 0.000 0.000 · 021 · 089 .013 0.000 .728 0.000 0.000 · 057 0.000 .957 O. 000 0.000 · 011 
40 O. 000 .941 0.000 O. 000 · 005 0.000 O. 000 · 023 · 092 · 015 0.000 .734 0.000 0.000 · 057 O. 000 .960 O. 000 0.000 · 011 
41 0.000 .942 O. 000 0.000 · 005 0.000 O. 000 · 026 · 095 .016 0.000 .740 0.000 0.000 · 059 0.000 .962 0.000 0.000 · 011 
42 0.000 .943 0.000 O. 000 .006 O. 000 0.000 · 028 · 097 · 018 O. 000 · 74~ 0.000 0.000 · 059 O. 000 .964 O. 000 0.000 · 011 
43 0.000 .944 O. 000 O. 000 · 006 O. 000 o. 000 031 .099 .019 0.000 .748 0.000 0.000 .060 0.000 · "6:::) 0.000 0.000 .012 
44- 0.000 .945 0.000 0.000 .006 0.000 O. 000 .034 · 101 · 021 0.000 .752 0.000 0.000 · 060 0.000 .967 O. 000 0.000 .012 



******************************** 
Table 2. * RENEWAL DENSITIES * 

* FOR EACH STATUS * *ENTERED AT AGE J( * 
******************************** 

I\GE OF ENTRANCE INTO STATUS IS 15 
--------------_.~. ----------------

i~GE NEl;. i'IAR. PRES.I'IAR WIDOWED. DIVORCED 
'*** *'i-****** ******** ******** ******** X+T riM PM W 0 DH NM PM W D DH NH PH W D DH NH PH W D DH 
15 O. 000 .003 O. 000 0.000 0.000 o. 000 O. 000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 O. 000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

·16 O. 000 .013 0.000 O. 000 O. 000 0.000 o. 000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 O. 000 0.000 0.000 O. 000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
17 0.000 .036 0.000 .000 0.000 O. 000 0.000 0.000 .001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 O. 000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
18 O. 000 .079 O. 000 · 000 0.000 0.000 .000 O. 000 .001 0.000 0.000 .029 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 · 09~ 0.000 0.000 0.000 
19 0.000 .126 .000 .000 o. 000 O. 000 .000 .000 .001 0.000 0.000 .050 .000 .000 0.000 0.000 .031 .000 .000 0.000 
:20 O.COO · 1'~9 .000 .000 0.000 o. 000 .001 .000 .002 0.000 0.000 .079 .000 .000 O. 000 0.000 · 191 .000 .000 0.000 
21 0.000 t'38 .000 .001 0.000 O. 000 .001 .001 .002 O. 000 0.000 .077 .000 .000 0.000 0.000 · 111 .000 .001 0.000 
22 O. 000 · 122 .000 .002 0.000 o 000 .002 .001 .003 0.000 0.000 .067 .000 .001 0.000 0.000 .147 .000 .001 0.000 
23 O. 000 .090 .000 .003 O. 000 0.000 .001 .001 .004 0.000 0.000 .049 .000 .001 0.000 0.000 .094 .000 .002 0.000 
24 0.000 .0:58 .001 .004 O. 000 O. 000 .002 .001 .005 0.000 0.000 .064 .000 .002 0.000 0.000 .062 .000 .003 0.000 
25 0.000 · OcH .001 · 005 O. 000 o. 000 .003 .001 .006 0.000 0.000 .050 000 .003 0.000 0.000 .064 .001 · OO~ 0.000 
26 0.000 .025 .001 .005 0.000 0.000 .004 .001 .006 0.000 0.000 .039 .000 .003 0.000 0.000 .047 .001 · OO~ 0.000 
27 O. 000 01':) 001 .005 O. 000 O. 000 .004 .001 .006 0.000 O. 000 .032 .001 .003 0.000 0.000 .031 .001 .005 0.000 
:28 O. 000 .014- .001 .005 O. 000 O. 000 .004 .001 .006 0.000 0.000 .025 .001 .003 0.000 0.000 .029 .001 · OO~ 0.000 
;29 o. 000 .0 t2 .001 · 00:; o. 000 O. 000 .005 .001 .006 0,000 O. 000 .019 .001 .003 0.000 0.000 · 02~ .001 · OO~ 0.000 
30 O. 000 .00'1 .001 .005 O. 000 o. 000 .004 .001 .005 O. 000 0.000 .021 .001 .003 0.000 0.000 .016 .001 · OO~ 0.000 
31 O. 000 .008 .001 005 O. 000 0.000 .004 ,001 .005 0.000 0.000 .017 .001 .003 0.000 O. 000 · 01~ .001 .005 0.000 I'\) 32 O. 000 007 .001 .005 0.000 0.000 .004 .001 .005 0.000 O. 000 .013 .001 .003 0.000 0.000 .014 .001 .005 0.000 (.rJ 33 O. 000 .007 · 001 .005 0.000 O. 000 .004 .001 .005 O. 000 O. 000 .013 .001 .003 0.000 0.000 .012 .001 .005 0.000 
34 0 000 · (:Jo:)6 .001 .004 0.000 0, 000 004 .001 .005 O. 000 0.000 .014 .001 .003 0.000 0.000 .010 .001 .004 0.000 
35 O. 000 .OOS .001 · CD4 O. 000 0.000 .004 .001 .005 0.000 0.000 .011 .001 .003 0.000 0.000 .009 .001 .004 0.000 
3ó O. 000 .OC5 .001 .004 0 000 o. 000 .004 .002 .004 O. 000 0.000 .009 .001 .003 0.000 0.000 .009 .001 .004 0.000 
-37 O. COO .006 .002 .004 0.000 0.000 .004 .002 .004 0.000 O. 000 .011 .001 .002 0.000 0.000 .009 .002 .004 0.000 
38 0 000 .004 · 002 .003 O. 000 0.000 _ 003 .002 .004 0.000 0.000 .009 .001 .002 0.000 0.000 .006 .002 .004 0.000 
39 0.000 .004 .002 003 O. 000 O. 000 .003 .002 .004 0.000 0.000 .007 .001 .002 0.000 0.000 .006 .002 .003 0.000 

i\0E OF ENTR~\NCE INTO STATUS IS 20 ---------------- ----------------AOE Nf.:'V. ~ip.R. PRES. MAR WIDOWED. DIVORCED 
*''*1* * :!. :-!-*~·1.{··~1t *******1* ******** ******** X+T NM PI"l (.J D DH NM PM W D DH NH PM W D DH NM PH W D DH 
20 O. 000 .201 O. 000 O. 000 o. 000 o. 000 o. 000 .000 .002 0.000 O. 000 .095 0.000 O. 000 0.000 0.000 .207 0.000 O. 000 0.000 
:21 0, 000 · :213 .000 .000 O. 000 o. 000 .000 .001 .002 0.000 O. 000 .094 .000 .000 0.000 0.000 .127 .000 .000 0.000 
=22 O. 000 · 164 .000 .001 O. 000 0.000 .001 .001 .003 O. 000 O. 000 .082 .000 .001 0.000 0.000 .169 .000 .001 0.000 
23 Q. 000 · 1;:; 1 .000 .002 O. 000 O. 000 .001 .001 .004 O. 000 0.000 .060 .000 .001 0.000 0.000 .096 .000 .002 0.000 
24 O. 000 .077 · DCO .004 O. 000 0.000 .002 .001 .005 0.000 0, 000 .079 .000 .002 0.000 0.000 .071 .000 .003 0.000 
25 O. 000 05'+ · ij) 1 .005 O. 000 0.000 .003 .001 .006 O. 000 0.000 .061 .000 .003 0.000 0.000 .073 .001 .004 0.000 
26 0.000 .032 · 0:) 1 .005 0.000 0.000 .004 .001 .006 O. 000 0.000 .046 .000 .003 O. 000 0.000 .053 .001 .005 0.000 
27 0.000 .023 .00 L .005 O. 000 o. 000 .003 .001 .006 0.000 0.000 .039 .001 .003 O. 000 0.000 .035 .001 .005 0.000 
28 o. cao .0lS · 001 .00:5 0.000 0.000 .004 .001 .006 O. 000 O. 000 .030 .001 .003 0.000 0.000 .032 .001 · OO~ 0.000 
29 0.000 · () 15 .001 .005 O. 000 o. 000 .005 .001 .006 0.000 O. 000 .023 .001 .003 0.000 0.000 .029 .001 .005 0.000 
'JO O. 000 011 .001 .005 O. 000 o. 000 .004 .001 .005 0.000 0.000 .025 .001 .003 0.000 0.000 .017 .001 .004 0.000 
31 O. 000 · OO':~ .001 .003 O. 000 0.000 .004 .001 .OOS 0.000 O. 000 .021 .001 .003 O. 000 0.000 .016 .001 · OO~ 0.000 
J'" o. 000 .000 .001 .005 0000 O. 000 .004 .001 .005 0.000 0.000 .016 .001 .003 0.000 0.000 .015 .001 .005 0.000 c. 
33 O. 000 .007 .001 .005 O. 000 0.000 .004 .001 .005 O. 000 0.000 .015 .001 .003 0.000 O. 000 .013 .001 .005 0.000 
34 O. 000 ,007 .001 .004- O. 000 o. 000 004 .001 .005 0.000 O. 000 .017 .001 .003 0.000 0.000 .011 .001 .004 0.000 
3:5 O. 000 .006 .001 .004 O. 000 O. 000 .004 .001 .005 0.000 O. 000 .013 .001 .003 0.000 0.000 .009 .001 .004 0.000 
36 O. 000 · 006 .001 · 004 0.000 O. 000 004 .002 .004 0.000 O. 000 .011 .001 .003 O. 000 0.000 .009 .001 .004 0.000 
37 O. 000 .006 .002 .003 O. 000 0.000 .004 .002 .004 0.000 0.000 .012 .001 .003 0.000 0.000 .009 .002 .003 0.000 
38 O. 000 .004 .002 .0·J3 o 000 0.000 003 .002 .004 0.000 0.000 .009 .001 .003 0.000 0.000 .006 .002 .003 0.000 
39 O. 000 .00-+ .002 .00:3 o 000 o. 000 .003 .002 .004 O. 000 O. 000 .009 .00.1 .003 0.000 O. 000 .006 .002 .003 0.000 
40 O. 000 .004 .002 .00.3 0.000 O. 000 .003 .002 .003 O. 000 O. 000 .009 .002 .002 0.000 0.000 .005 .002 .003 0.000 
41 O. 000 .004 .oo;;z · 003 O. 000 0.000 .003 .002 .003 0.000 0.000 .009 .002 002 O. 000 0.000 .005 .002 .003 O. 000 
42 O. 000 · ooq. · 003 003 (J. 000 0.000 .003 .003 .003 O. 000 O. 000 .006 .002 .002 0.000 0.000 · OO~ .003 .003 0.000 
43 0.000 · OO~l .00.3 .002 0.000 O. 000 .002 .003 .002 O. 000 0.000 .005 .002 .002 0.000 0.000 .004 .003 .002 0.000 
44 o 000 · ( 1)3 .00] · OO~~ O. 000 O. 000 .003 .004 .002 O. 000 O. 000 .006 .003 .002 0.000 0.000 004 .003 .002 O. 000 



****~******************************** 
Table 3. * STATE PROBAB ILITIES FOR EACH STATUS* 

*' ENTERED AT AGE X ti-

************************************* 
il,GE OF ENTRf\i'lCE INTO STATUS IS 15 
~---------------~----------------AGE i'IEV. !'IAR. PRES. MAR WIDOWED, DIVORCED 

iHHt "* ~·lt;HHf ** *11-****** ******** ******** X+T I'·;M Pfl W D DH NM PM W D DH NM PH W D DH NH PH W 0 OH 

'15 .997 .003 0.000 0, 000 .000 o. 000 1.000 0.000 O. 000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 
16 , °7'84 .015 O. 000 O. 000 · 001 O. 000 .999 0.000 O. 000 .001 0.000 0.000 .895 0.000 · 105 0.000 0.000 0.000 1. 000 0.000 
17 · '';>47 .052 0.000 .000 .001 0.000 .998 O. 000 .001 .001 0.000 0.000 .895 0.000 .105 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 
18 .868 t:lO 0.000 · 000 .002 O. 000 .996 0.000 .001 .002 0.000 .028 .866 0.000 · 105 0.000 .095 0.000 .905 0.000 
19 · 741 :2~6 .000 .000 .002 O. 000 .994 .000 .003 · 003 0.000 · 078 .817 .000 · 105 0.000 · 126 .000 .874 .000 
20 lO'~ ,000 .001 .003 O. 000 .992 .001 .004 .003 0.000 · 155 .739 .000 · 105 0.000 .306 .000 .694 .000 
21 · 561 .000 .001 .003 0.000 .990 .001 .006 .004 0.000 .232 .662 .001 .105 0.000 .416 .000 .583 .000 
;Z2 i .681 · 001 .003 .004 0.000 .987 .002 .007 .004 0.000 .298 .584 .001 .117 0.000 .562 .000 .434 .004 
23 · 221 76'3 .001 · 00:) OO::! 0, 000 .984 · 002 .010 · 00:) 0.000 .346 .527 .002 · 125 0.000 .643 .001 .349 .007 
24 1ó'+ · 8,21 · 001 · 008 005 O. 000 .980 .003 .013 .005 O. 000 .407 .458 .003 · 131 0.000 .702 .001 .290 .007 
2!} 12:5 · 8:56 .002 .012 .006 0.000 .975 .003 017 .005 O. 000 .454 .407 .005 .134 0.000 .760 .002 .230 .008 
26 lt'n 87+ ,OO'J .015 .006 O. 000 .971 .004 .019 .006 O. 000 .488 .366 .007 .139 0.000 .801 .002 · 188 .008 
27 : 087 885 .003 .018 .007 O. 000 .967 .005 .022 .007 0.000 .516 .33:5 .009 · 140 0.000 .826 .003 · 161 .010 
;za .076 .892 .004 .020 .008 O. 000 .963 .005 .024 .007 0.000 · :537 .308 .011 · 144 0.000 .848 .004 .138 .011 
29 .068 .397 .005 .022 .009 O. 000 .961 .006 .026 .008 0.000 · 552 .289 .012 .147 0.000 .866 .004 .118 .011 
30 .061 .900 · oo~ .023 · 00':1 O. 000 .9::J8 .007 .027 .009 0.000 .569 .271 .013 .147 0.000 .876 .005 · 107 .012 I'\.) 
31 · 0:57 902 006 .02' .010 0.000 · 9:5~ .007 .029 .009 0.000 .582 .256 .01 :5 .148 0.000 .884 .006 .097 .013 J::>. 32 .053 .902 .007 .027 · 011 O. 000 .952 .008 .030 · 010 O. 000 .591 .245 .016 · 149 0.000 .891 .007 .088 .014 
33 .050 .902 .008 .028 .012 O. 000 .949 · 009 .031 .011 O. 000 .600 .233 .017 · 151 0.000 .896 .007 .081 .01:5 
34 .048 .901 .008 .029 .Ol3 O. 000 .947 .010 .032 .012 O. 000 .610 .221 .018 .152 0.000 .900 .008 .076 .016 
35 · C46 · <?()O 00'7 .0·30 · 014 0. 000 .944 · 011 .033 · 013 0.000 .617 .211 .019 .153 0.000 .902 .009 .072 .017 
36 .044 8<;19 · 0 tl .030 .015 O. 000 .941 · 012 .033 .014 O. 000 .622 .204 .019 .155 0.000 .904 .010 .068 .018 
37 .043 8'1'9 012 .030 .017 O. 000 .939 .013 .033 · 015 O. 000 .628 · 196 .019 .157 0.000 .906 .011 .063 .020 
38 · 042 .897 · Ot3 .031 .018 O. 000 .936 · 014 .033 .017 0.000 .632 .190 .020 .158 O. 000 .906 .012 .061 .021 
39 .041 · 0'14 · 014 032 .020 O. 000 .932 .016 .034 .018 0.000 .634 · 185 .020 .160 0.000 .905 .014 .0:59 .023 

ACE OF ENTRANCE INTO STATUS IS 20 ---------------------------------
I\GE NI7\/, I"I;\R. PRES. MAR WIDOWED. DIVORCED 
~** t}~, * *.*.;{. ~'1- ******** ******** ******** X+T !'IM F'M \-4 D DH NM PM W D DH NM PH W D DH NH PH W 0 DH 
20 .79 8 · ~o t O. 000 o. 000 .001 O. 000 .998 .000 .002 .000 O. 000 .095 .905 0.000 0.000 0.000 .207 0.000 .793 0.'..000 
21 .585 · 414 .01,.10 .000 .001 O. 000 .994 .001 .004 .001 0.000 .189 .811 .000 .000 0.000 .333 .000 .667 .000 
22 .420 · :=;76 .000 .002 .002 0.000 .992 · 001 .006 · 001 0.000 .270 · 71" · 001 .014 0.000 · "00 . 000 · 4.,,, .004 
23 .293 .673 .001 .004 · OO:J O. 000 .988 .002 .009 .002 0.000 .329 .645 .002 .024 0.000 .594 .001 .398 .007 
24 .221 · '?ó8 001 .007 .003 0.000 .983 ,002 .012 .002 0.000 .405 .560 .003 .032 0.000 .661 . 001 .330 .007 
25 t68 .816 .002 .010 .004 0.000 · 9'18 .003 .016 .003 O. 000 .463 .497 .005 .034 0.000 .729 .001 .261 .008 
26 · n8 .8'1·l .002 · 013 .005 0.000 .974 .004 .019 .003 0.000 .505 .448 .007 .040 0.000 .777 .002 .212 .009 
27 · lt8 .8:öa .003 .016 .005 O. 000 .970 .004 .022 .004 0.000 .539 .409 .009 · 042 0.000 .806 .003 · 181 ,010 2a · 103 .8b9 co.'\- .019 .006 O. 000 .9Óó · OO~ . 024 .00" o. 000 • ':>6':) .377 .011 .047 0.000 · e:51 .003 · 1':)4 .011 
29 .091 " a77 · 005 .02Q .007 0.000 .964 .006 .025 · 005 0.000 .594 .353 · 012 .050 0.000 .9S:l .004 .131 . 012 
:JO .OEl3 , BC~2 · ot):> .022 , 000 O. 000 .961 .006 .027 .006 0.000 .605 .331 .014 .O:H 0.000 .864 .005 · 118 .013 
31 .077 805 006 .024 · 008 0.000 .938 .007 .029 .006 0.000 .621 .312 .015 .051 0.000 .874 .005 .107 .014 
32 .072 :Jf36 .007 .025 .009 O. 000 .955 .008 .030 .007 0.000 .633 .299 .016 .052 0.000 .882 .006 .096 .015 
33 .068 .887 .007 .027 .010 0.000 .952 .009 031 .008 O. 000 .643 .284 .018 .055 0.000 .888 .007 .089 .016 
34 .Oó5 · ;]38 .008 .028 · 011 0.000 .949 .010 .032 .009 O. 000 .656 .270 .019 .056 0.000 .893 .008 .082 .017 
35 .062 .887 .009 .02'1 .012 O. 000 .946 · 011 .033 .010 0.000 .665 .258 .020 .058 0.000 .896 .009 .077 .018 
36 .Oi./) · 887 .010 .030 · 01'l 0.000 .944 .012 .033 · 011 O. 000 .672 .248 .020 .060 0.000 .898 .010 .073 .019 
37 .038 .887 OU 0''::>;:;> · 015- 0.000 .942 .013 .033 .013 O. 000 .679 .239 · 020 .062 0.000 .901 .011 .067 .021 
:J8 .056 .885 .012 .030 .016 0.000 .939 .014 .034 .014 0.000 .684 .231 .021 .063 0.000 .901 .012 .065 .022 
39 .0:]5 .883 · 01 'J- · 031 .018 O. 000 .935 .016 .034 .016 0.000 .687 .225 .022 .065 O. 000 .901 .014 .062 .024 
010 .053 .880 .016 .031 .020 0.000 9:Jl .017 .034 .017 0.000 .690 .220 .022 .067 0.000 .899 .015 .060 .025 
41 .052 .877 .017 .032 .021 0.000 .927 .0 L 9 .035 .019 0.000 .694 .214 .023 .069 0.000 .897 .017 .058 .027 
42 .051 .874 .019 .OJ2 · 0;.::4 O. 000 .923 .021 .035 .021 0.000 .695 .211 .023 .071 0.000 .89:5 .019 .056 .029 
43 .050 .871 .022 .032 .026 0.000 · 91? .024 .035 .023 O. 000 .695 .208 .023 .074 0.000 .892 .022 .055 .031 
44 .049 .866 023 0"'''' · O~~8 0.000 .913 .027 .035 .025 O. 000 .695 .206 .023 .076 0.000 .888 .025 .054 .033 • ,.Je:.. 



Table 14, Expeç.ted ~!ljmber of Survivors - fY1A:T'knv !'. :Jemi-i'larkov ftlodels 
AGE INITIAL STATUS OF COHORT NEV. MAR. AGE AGE OF ENRTY INTO NEV. MAR. IS 20 
*** ********************************** X+T ************************************** 

*** 
TOTAL NEV. MAR. PRES. MAR WIDOWED. DIVORCED TOTAL NEV. MAR. PRES. MAR WIDOWED. DIVORCED 

20 1000. 1000. O. O. O. 20 1000. '000. o. o. O. 
21 999. 798. 201. O. O. 21 999. 798. 201. O. O. 
22 999. 385. 413. O. 1. 22 999. 585. 414. O. O. 
23 998. 420. 576. O. 2. 23 998. 420. 576. O. 2. 
24 997. 299. 694. 1. 4. 24 997. 298. 695. 1. 4. 
25 997. 222. 767. 1. 7. 25 997. 221. 768. 1. 7. 
26 996 169. 816. 2. 10. 26 996. 168. 816. 2. 10. 
27 996. 139. 842. 2. 13. 27 995. 138. 841. 2. 13. 
28 995. 118. 859. 3. 15. 28 995. 118. 8:58. 3. 16. 
29 994. 103. 870 4. 17. 29 994. 103. 869. 4. 19. 
30 993. 91. 879. 4. 19. 30 993. 91. 877. 5. 20. 
31 993. 83. 884. 5. 21. 31 992. 83. 882. 5. 22. 
32 992. 77. 887. 6. 23. 32 992. 77. 885. 6. 24. 
33 991. 72. 888. 7. 24. 33 991. 72. 886. 7. 25. 
34 990. 68. 889. 7. 25. 34 990. 68. 887. 7. 27. 
35 989. 65. 890. 8. 26. 35 989. 65. 888. 8. 28. 
36 988. 62. 889 9. 27. 36 988. 62. 887. 9. 29. 
37 987. 60. 889. 10 28. 37 986. 60. 887. 10. 30. 
38 985. 58. 889. 11. 28. 38 985. 58. 887. 11. 29. 
39 984. 56. 887. 12. 29. 39 984. 56. 885. 12. 30. 
40 982. 55. 885. 14. 29. 40 982. 55. 883. 14. 31. I\J 
41 981. 54. 882. 15. 29. 41 980. 53. 880. 16. 31. 
42 979. 53. 879. 17. 30. 42 979. 52. 877. 17. 32. 111 
43 977. 51. 876. 19. 30. 43 976. 51. 874. 19. 32. 
44 975. 50. 872. 21. 30. 44 974. 50. 871. 22. 32. 
45 972. 50. 868 24. 30. 45 972. 49. 866. 25. 32. 

INITIAL STATUS OF COHOkT PRES. MAR AGE AGE OF ENRTY INTO PRES. MAR IS 20 
********************************** X+T ************************************** 

*** 
TOTAL NEV. MAR. PRES. MAR WIDOWED. DIVORCED TOTAL NEV. MAR. PRES. MAR WIDOWED. DIVORCED 

1000. O. 1000 0 20 1000. O. HlClO. O. O. 
1000. O. 998. 0 21 1000. O. 998. O. 2. 

999. O. 995 1 22 999. O. 994. 1 4. 
999. O. 992. 1 23 999. O. 992. 1. 6. 
998. 0 989 "' 24 998. O. 988. 2. 9. 
998. 0 985 2. 25 998. O. 983. 2. 12. 
997 0 980 3 26 997. O. 978. 3. 16. 
997 O. 976 3 27 997. O. 974. 4 19. 
c,96 0 972 4. 28 996. O. 970. 4. 22. 
995. O. 96''1 5 29 995. O. 966. 5. 24. 
995. O. 966. 6. 30 995. O. 964. 6. 25. 
994 O. 963 6 31 994. O. 961. 6. 27. 
994 0 960 7 32 994. O. 958. 7. 29. 
993 0 957 8. 33 993. O. 955. 8. 30. 
992 0 954 9. 34 992. O. 952. 9. 31. 
991 0 952 9 35 991. O. 949 10. 32. 
990 0 949 10 36 990. O. 946. 11. 33. 
989 0 946 11. 37 989. O. 944. 12. 33. 
987. 0 94~ 12. 38 987. O. 942. 13. 33. 
'186. 0 941 14. 39 986. O. 939. 14. 34. 
984 0 937 15. 40 984. 0 935. 16. 34. 
983 0 93~ 17. 41 963. O. 931. 17. 34. 
981. 0 930 19. 42 981. 0 927. 19. 35. 
979 0 925 21. 43 979. O. 923. 21. 35. 
'177 O. 921 23. 44 977. O. 919. 24. 35. 
975 0 91i. 26 45 975. O. 913. 27. 35. 



Table "'. [xpected ~,;umber of Survivor:3 -~';Elrl< ov Dnd c:::prr-Î_; orkov moriFd s 

AGE INITIAL STATUS OF COHORT WIOOWED. AGE AGE OF ENRTY INTO WIOOWED. IS 20 *** ********************************** X+1 ************************************** 
TOTAL NEV. MAR. PRES. MAR WIDOWED. DIVORCED *4::-* 

TOTAL NEV. MAR. PRES. MAR WIDOI,IED. DIVORCED 
20 1000. 0, 0. 1000. 0. 20 1000. 0. 0. 1000. O. 21 1000. O. 95. 905. O. 21 1000. 0. 95 905, O. 22 1000. O. 189, 811, O. 22 1000. 0. 189. 81t. 0, 23 986. 0. 269, 716. 1. 23 986. 0. 270. 715. 1. 24 977. 0. 328. 647, 2. 24 976. O. 329, 645. 2. 25 970. 0. 403. 563. 3. 25- 968. 0. 405. 560. 3. 26 967. O. 462. 500. 5. 26 966. 0. 463. 497. 5. 27 961. 0. 504, 451. 7, 27 960. 0. 505. 448. 7. 28 959. 0. 539. 412. 9. 28 958. 0. 539. 409. 9. 29 955. O. 565. 380. 10. 29 953. 0, 565. 377. 11. 30 952, ° 584, 356, lt. 30 950. 0. :584. 353. 12. 31 951 0. 605. 333. 13. 31 949, 0, 605 331. 14. 32 951. 0. 622. 315 14. 32 949. ° 621- 312, 15. 33 950. 0, 633, 301. 15. 33 948. 0, 633. 299. 16. 34 947. 0. 644. 287, 17. 34 945, 0. 643, 284. 18. 35 946. 0. 657, 272. 18. 35 944. 0. 656. 270. 19. 36 944, 0. 666. 260. 19. 36 942. 0. 665. 258. 20. 37 942. 0. 672. 250. 19. 37 940. 0. 672. 248. 20. 38 940. 0. 680, 241. 19. 38 938. 0. 679, 239. 20. I\J 39 939. O. 685. 233. 20. 39 937. 0. 684. 231. 21. m 40 937. 0. 689. 227. 21. 40 935. 0, 687. 225. 22. 41 935. 0. 691. 222. 21, 41 933. 0. 690, 220. 22. 42 933. O. 695. 216. 22. 42 931. O. 694. 214, 23. 43 931. 0. 696. 212. 22. 43 929. ° 695 211. 23. 44 928. 0. 696. 210. 22. 44 926. 0. 695 208. 23. 45 926. 0. 696. 207. 23. 45 924. O. 695. 2~ 23. AGE INITIAL STATUS OF COHORT DIvORCED AGE AGE OF ENRTY INfo i1'llQt<"E,D 4 ... 0 *** ********************************** X+T ****************** ******************* *** TOTAL NEV. MAR. PRES. MAR WIDOWED. DIVORCEO TOTAL NEV. MAR. PRES, MAR WIDOWED. DIVORCED 
20 1000. 0. O. 0. 1000. 20 1000. 0. O. 0. 19~9: 21 1000. O. 207. 0. 793. 21 1000. 0. 207. 0. 22 1000. 0, 333. 0. 667. 22 1000. 0. 333. 0. 667. 23 996. 0. 499. 0. 496. 23 996. 0. 500. 0, 495. 24 993. 0. 593. 1. 400. 24 993. 0. 594. 1 398. 25 993. 0. 661. 1. 331. 25 993. 0. 661. 1. 330. 26 992. 0. 729. 2. 262. 26 992. 0. 729. 1. 261. 27 991. 0. 777. 2. 212. 27 991. 0, 777. 2. 212. 28 990, 0. 806. 3. 181. 28 990. 0. 806, 3, 181. 29 989. 0. 832. 3. 154. 29 989. 0. 831- 3. 154. 30 989. O. 854. 4 131. 30 988. 0. 852. 4. 131. 31 988. O. 865. 5. 118. 31 987. 0. 864. 5. 119. 32 987. 0. 876. 5. 106. 32 986. 0. 874. 5. 107. 33 986. 0. 884, 6. 96. 33 985. O. 882. 6. 96. 34 985. O. 890. 7, 88. 34 984. 0. 888. 7. 89. 35 984. 0. 895. 8. 81. 35 983. 0. 893. 8. 82. 36 983. O. 898. 9. 76. 36 982. 0. 896. 9. 77. 37 982. 0. 901. 10. 71. 37 981. 0, 898. 10. 73. 38 980. 0. 904. 11- 66. 38 979, 0. 901 11. 67. 39 979. 0. 904, 12. 63. 39 978. 0. 901. 12 65. 40 977. 0, 903. 13. 61- 40 976. 0. 901 14, 62. 41 976, 0. 902. 15. 59. 41 975. 0, 899. IS. 60. 42 974. 0. 900. 17. 57. 42 973. 0. 897. 17, 58. 43 972. 0. 897. 19. 55. 43 971. O. 895. 19. 56. 44 970. 0. 894. 22. 54. 44 969. O. 892. 22. ". 15 ,?6? 0, 891. 24. ~2. 45 967. 0. 888. 25. 54. 
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of survivors at each age Xl, for those who are found in a parti

cular status at a specified starting age x ( Xl> x). As the 

sequence of states visited in a semi-Markov process forms a 

Markov chain, the final results of state probabilities obtained 

through the application of the semi-Markov process outlined here 

will be the same as the expected number of survivors in the life 

table obtained through the status-based approach of the Markov 

process for the same starting age x. The results can be compared 

for the age of entrance x=20 in Table 4. The two tab1es corres

pond very closely because of single year interv s; if 5-year 

intervals or mixed intervals we re to be used, one can expect some 

differences between the two. 

hlhile the states PM, hl and D can be entered at any age x, 

the state NM admits in reality only one age of entrance x, say, 

o or 15. Hence, there is a sort of ambiguity ln talking about 

age of entrance into the NM as equal t~, say, 3D or 40. However, 

this notion is still of some use, as the probabi1ity of a NM person 

moving to the PM state increases up to a certain age if he is still 

not married by then. For this reason and a1so for reasons of uni

formity in structure, each age x is considered also for the NM. 

As an illustration of how the calculations are carried out, 

consider the age of entrance into state i at x=20. The four mari

tal stat es are denoted by: NM = 1, PM = 2, hl = 3, and D = 4; 

the absorbing state DH = 5. The following table gives the pre

liminary steps involved in the procedure given on page 15. 



Age 

20 

t <; 1 
;~ 

21 

t<2 

22 

t.,;;3 

23 

t~ 4 
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_. 

I transitions abserved ·cand. prab. q.= q .. Pi =1 -qi w. 1. fram i ta j 1. 1.J age-spec. q .. 
rates R .. 1.J 

... ..) 

1 2 .223422 .200971 .201662 • 798338 .198338 
1 5 .000691 .000691 
2 .. 3 .000340 .000340 .002419 .991581 .997581 
2 4 .001 698 .001697 
2 5 .000382 .000382 
3 2 .1 00000 .095238 .095238 .904762 .904762 
3 5 .000000 .000000 
4 2 .230769 .206896 .206896 .7931 04 .7931 04 

1 2 .308374 .267137 .267788 .73221 2 .584553 
1 5 .000651 .000651 
2 3 .000530 .000530 .003560 .996440 .994030 
2 4 • 00241 5 .00241 2 
2 5 .00061 8 .00061 8 
3 2 .1 09756 .104046 .104046 .895954 .81 0625' 
3 5 .000000 .000000 
4 2 .173913 .1 60000 .1 60000 .840000 • 666207 
4 5 .000000 .000000 

1 2 .326947 .281 009 .281943 .718057 .419742 
1 5 .000934 .000934 
2 3 .000606 .000606 .003880 .9961 20 .990173 
2 4 .002919 .002915 
2 5 .000359 .000359 
3 2 .106195 .1 00841 .118385 .881 61 5 .714659 
3 5 .017699 .017544 
4 2 .289157 .252632 • 258638 .741362 .493901 
4 5 .006024 .006006 

1 2 .337241 .288580 .289522 .710478 .29821 8 
1 5 .000942 .000942 
2 3 .000619 .000619 .00521 6 .994784 .985008 
2 4 .004200 .004191 
2 5 .000406 .000406 
3 2 .087838 .084143 .097506 .902434 .644933 
3 5 .01 351 4 .013423 
4 2 • 21 5297 .194373 .200023 .799977 .3951 09 
4 5 .005666 .005650 

Nate: The canditianal prababilities qij have been calculated 

by the linearity assumptian by which 

qij = (2 * Rij) / (2 + Rij) 

R's and q's are rates and prababilities of transition bet-
when. f t ween ages (x,x+1). Therefare, we cans1.der the age 0 en ry 

ta be x=20, this has the implication of duratian t 1, 

t 2 etc. far successivè ages. 

Alsa, as w's are successive products of p's, we have, e.g. 

w
1 

(21) = .798338 * .732212, w1 (22) = w (21) * .718057, etc. 

r 
! 
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once these preliminary calculations have been done, the first 

passage probabilities ean be found out as follows: 
t-

A .. (x,t) = 1: w
1
· (x+k-2).q .. (x+k-1) letting w

1
. (x~1 )=1. 

1J \<=1 1J 
thus, 

A .. (2o,t)= 
1J 

A .. (20,1)= 
1J 

A .. (20,2)= 
1J 

w. (2o+k-2).q .. (20+k-1) 1 1J 

w.(19).q .. (20) = q .. (20) 
1 1J 1J 

wi(19).qij(2o) + wi (2o).qij(21) = 

A .. (20,3)= A .. (20,2) + w. (21 ).q .. (22) 
1J 1J 1 1J 

A .. (20,1) + 1J 
w· (20 ) • q. . (21 ) 1 1J 

.......................... ...................... etc. The follow-

ing table presents the first passage probabilities and densities •. 

First Passage probabilities(A's)and their densities (a~s), 
and the renewal~densities (m's) for age of entranee into i~2o 

Transition t A .. (2o,t) a .. (20,t) mi /2D,t) 
from i to j 1J 1J 

1 2 1 .200971 .2DD971 .200971 
1 3 .00DDoo .000000 .000000 
1 4 .000000 .000000 .000[100 
1 5 .000691 .000691 -
2 3 .000340 .000340 .000340 
2 4 • 001 697 .001 697 • 001 697 
2 5 .000382 .000382 -
3 2 .095238 .095238 .095238 
3 4 .000000 • 000000 .000000 
3 5 .000000 .000000 -
4 2 .206896 .206896 .206896 
4 3 .000000 .000000 .000000 
4 5 .000000 .000000 -
1 2 2 .41 4237 .21 3266 .213266 
1 3 .000000 .000000 .000106 
1 4 .000000 .000000 .000484 
1 5 .001 211 .000520 -
2 3 .000869 .000529 .000529 
2 4 .0041 03 .002406 .002406 
2 5 .000999 .00061 7 -
3 2 .1 89375 .0941 37 .094137 
3 4 .000000 .000000 • 0001 30 
3 5 .000000 .000000 -
4 2 .333793 .1 26897 .1 26897 
4 3 .000000 .000000 • 0001 09 
4 5 .000000 . 000000 -

and so on. Note that a .. (x,t) = A .. (x,t) - A .. (x,t-1) and hence, 
1J 1J 1J 

for example, a
32

(2o,2) = A32 (2o,2)-A 32 (2o,1 9= .189375-.095238=.094137. 

Note also that where the first passage probabilities are zero, the 
renewal densities are not zero. Thus, for example, 
m
13

(2o,2) = m
11

(2o,O).a
13

(20,2) + m
11

(20,1).a
13

(21,1) + m12 (2o,1). 

m (21,1) + m (2 0,1 ). a (21,1) + m ( 20,1 ). a (21,1) 
23 1 3 33 ) 1t~ ) 43 

= m11(20,0).a13(20,2) + r112 (20,1 .a2~\ 1,1 

= 0 + ~2oo972 * .000530 = .000106 
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Two points are worth noting in calculating the first passage densi

ties (or probabilities) and the renewal densities. 

i)Suppose we were to calculate Aij (21 ,t). Applying the same 

procedure, first we have qi (21 +t-1 ), then Pi (21 +t-1 ). From this, 

we find w.(21+t-1)=p.(21).p.(22). ••••• p.(21+t-1). Thus, e.g. 
111 1 

wi (22) = Pi(21 }.Pi(22). This value of wi (22) is not t.he same 

as w.(22) calculated for the age of entrance x=2o; here the 
1 

age of entrance is x=21. Thus, w2 (22) for x=2o is .990173 

while w2 (22) for x=21 is .992574. The difference lies in the 

fact that wi (22) for x=20 is given by Pi(2o).Pi(21).Pi(22). 

ii)In calculating the renewal densities, the summation over s 

ranges from 0 to t. When 

Therefore, we can completely neglect the last term. Further, 

for all x and t, a.. =0. 
11 

Thus, the formula specified in (12) 

can be simplified to 

m .. (x,t) = m .. (x,o).a"J,(x,t) + L 
1J 11 1 k~j 

t-1 
1: 

s=1 
mik(x,s).akj(x+s,t-s) 

(1 4) 

For example, to go beyond the specifications of the tabIe, 

m
32

(20,3) == m33 (2o,0).a32 (20,3) + m31 (20,1 ).a12 (21 ,2) + 

m33 (2o,1 ).a32 (21 ,2) + m34 (2o,1 ).a42 (21 ,2) + 

m31 (2o,2).a12 (22,1) + m33 (20,2).a 32 (22,1) + 

m34 (2o,2).a42 (22,1 ) 

= .081744 + (0. * .205759) + (0. * .090348) + 

+ (0. * .. ) + (0. * ... ) + (.000051 * .100084) 

+ (.000229 * .252632) 

== .081807 

Note aiso that renewal densities do not exist when j =5, namely 

death, the absorbing state. 

Once the values of A and m have been obtained, the state 

probabilities P can be calculated. Again, when s=t, Aj(x+s,t-s) 

do not exist, and the formula (13a) and (13b) can be simplified to: 



P .. (x,t) = 1J 

= 

t 
1: 

S=O 
t-1 

1: S::::O 
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m •• (X,S) 
1J for i,j E S2 

m .. (x,s) [1-A.(X+S,t-S)] + m .. (x,t) 
1J J - 1J 

= mij(x,o) [i-A/x,t~ + :f~ mij(x,s) G-Aj(X+S,t-S~+ 

Similarly, 

P •. (x,t) = 1J 

m •• (x,t) 1J 

A •• (x,t) + 
1J 

where 

1: 
k 

m .. (x,O) =1, for i=j 
1J 

m •• ( x, 0 ) =0, f or i~ j 
1J 

t-1 
1: 

s=1 mik(x,s).Akj(x+s,t-s) 

f or i, k E" S 2' JES, 

(1 5a) 

(1 5b) 

The exercise is 1eft to the reader. ~ppendices A, 8 and C provide 

the first passage probabilities, renewa1 densities and the state 

probabi1ities for the ages of entrance into state i,x=20,25,30,35, 

40,45 and 50.J 
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4. SOME SALIENT FEATURES OF THE SEMI-MARKOV MODEL 

(1 ) First Passage Probabilities A .. (x,t) 
1J 

It is the probability that a pep50n who enters state i at age x 

will make a move to state j within t time units. In the present 

study, the NM, Wand 0 allow only one direct move to another tran-

sient state, namely, the PM; while the PM allows two direct moves 

to transient states, either to W or to O. 

For an analytical example, consider the first passage probabi-

lities from PM to 0, and from 0 to PM for starting ages x=20,25 .. 40. 

These are given in Tables 5~ and 5B~ 

An individual who enters the PM at age 20 has a probability 

.016 of getting divorced by the end of 5 years; thus he enters the 

D at age 25 and has a probability .645 of getting back to the PM 

within another 5 years. On the other hand, an individual who enters 

the PM at age 25 has a probability .031 of getting divorced within 

5 years and a probability .501 of getting remarried within another 

5 years. In general, those who enter the PM at age 25 exhibit the 

highest probabilities of getting divorced as duration increases, 

but those who enter the 0 at age 20 exhibit the highest probabilities 

of getting remarried especially aft er 4 years of duration. And, 

the younger age groups between 20 and 25 entering into one or other 

of these two states have,in general, higher probabilities of switch-

ing from one to the other. 

Looked at from the point of view of age only, those who enter 

the PM at age 20 have the probability .089 of getting divorced 

between ages 40-41, while those who enter the PM at ages 25 and 30 

have only .075 and .046 probabilities respectively of getting divor-

ced between ages 40-41. This implies that among those who get 
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divroced between ages 40-41, those who entered the PM at an 

èarlier ag~ have higher probabilities. Duration spent in the PM 

obviously affects the probabilities of getting divorced; the 

longer the duration, the higher the probabilities of divorce for 

the individuals of the same age. 

Table 5A. First Passage probabilities from the PM to 0 
. , 

duration entry into the PM at age x 
t (years) x=15 x=2D x=25 " x=30 x=35 x=40 -

1 0 .002 .007 .005 .005 .003 
2 0 .004 .013 .011 .009 .006 
3 .001 .007 .019 .01 6 .013 .009 
4 .001 .011 .025 .021 .01 6 .01 2 
5 .003 .01 6 .031 .026 .020 .014 
6 .004 .023 .036 .031 .023 .01 6 
7 .007 .029 .041 .035 .026 .01 8 
8 .010 .035 .046 .038 .029 .020 
9 .014 .041 .051 .042 .031 .022 

1 0 .019 .046 .056 .046 .034 .023 
1 1 .025 .051 .060 .048 .036 .024 
12 .031 .056 .064 .051 .038 .026 
1'--::3 .037 .061 .068 .054 .039 .027 
14 .043 .066 .071 .056 .041 .028 
15 .049 .071 .075 .059 .042 .029 
1 6 .054 .075 .077 .061 .044 .029 
1 7 .059 .079 .080 .063 .045 .030 
1 8 .064 .082 .083 .064 .046 .031 
19 .069 .086 .085 .066 .047 .031 
20 .073 .089 .087 .067 .048 .032 

Table 5' B. F irs t Passage probabil i ti es from the 0 to PM 

duration 
,,' 

entry into the 0 at age x 
t (years) x=15 x=2o x=25 x=30 x=35 x=4o 

1 0 .207 .221 .1 31 .1 09 .075 
2 0 .334 .379 .249 .203 .141 
3 0 .502 .481 .352 .298 .202 
4 .095 .598 .570 .434 .358 .250 
5 .126 .668 .645 .501 .41 3 .295 
6 .307 .740 .691 .555 .456 .330 
7 .41 8 .792 .732 . 601 .495 .366 
8 .565 .825 .767 .647 .530 .398 
9 .649 .854 .798 . 676 .557 .429 

1 0 • 71 0 . 878 .819 .704 .583 .454 
1 1 .773 .893 .838 .725 . 603 .473 
12 • 818 .906 .854 .743 .624 .497 
1 3 .847 .91 8 .870 .761 .642 .51 6 
1 4 .812 .927 .880 .774 .660 .530 
1 5 · 893 .935 .889 .'787 .674 .548 
1 6 .906 .941 .897 .797 .686 .558 
1 7 .91 8 .946 .903 .807 .699 .568 
1 8 .928 .951 .909 .81 6 .71 0 .578 
19 .936 .954 .914 .824 .718 .586 
20 .943 .957 .91 8 .831 .728 .593 
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Fig.1 plots the first passage probabilities of transition 

from and to states o~ main interest, namely NM - PM, PM - 0, W - PM, 

and ° - PM, for ages of entrance into respective states of origin 

x=15 to 50. The curves for x=15 and x=2D almast coincide for lower 

durations. In general, all the curves have the same shape but for 

higher ages of entrance. Further examination will be done on these 

curves in section 5. 

(2) The duration-stay probabilities and mean length of stay 

The duration-stay probabilities are given by 1-A i (x,t). 

If 0i(x,t) = 1-A i (x,t), Di(x,t) represents the probability that 

an individual who enters state i at age x will still be there t 

time periods later. Further, 

Si (x,t) :: Di (x,1) + Di (x,2) + ••••••••••• + Di (x,t) 

computes the mean length of stay in state i during the time interval 

(O,t) .; These values are provided in Table 6 for x=15,20 and 25 

for"the PM.as an example. 

Table 6. Duration-stay probabilities (Di) and mean length of s y 
(5.) in the Present Married State 

). 

duration entrv into the PM at aqes 
t (years) x= 1 5 x= 20 

.. 

x= 25 

, 
I 

D2 (15,t) S2(15,t) D2 (20,t) S2(20,t) D2 (25,t) S2(25,t 

1 1 .000 1 .000 .998 .998 .992 .992 
2 .999 1 .999 .994 1 .992 .984 1 .976 
3 .998 2.997 .990 2.982 .976 2.952 
4 .996 3.993 .985 3.967 .969 3.921 
5 .984 4.987 .979 4.946 .961 4.882 
6 .992 5.979 .971 5.91 7 .955 5.837 
7 .988 6.967 .963 6.880 .948 .785 
8 .984 7.951 .956 7.836 .941 7.720 
9 .979 8.930 .948 8.784 .934 8.660 

10 .973 9.903 .941 9.225 .927 9.587 
1 1 .965 10.868 .935 10.660 .920 1 0.507 
1 2 .958 11.826 .928 11.588 .91 4 11 .421 
1 3 .950 12.776 .921 1 2.509 .908 1 2.329 
1 4 .943 1 3. 71 9 .91 4 13.423 .902 1 3.231 
1 5 .936 14.655 .908 1 4.331 .895 14.126 
1 6 .929 15.584 .901 15.232 .8 15.01 5 
17 .922 16.506 . 895 1 6.1 27 .882 1 5.897 
1 8 .915 17.421 .889 1 7.01 6 .875 1 6. 772 
19 .909 18.330 .883 1 7. 899 • 8 1 7.641 
20 .902 19.232 .876 1 8. 775 • 861 18.502 
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(3) Mean number of visits to transient states 

The renewal densities mij(x,t), when cumulated over t repre

sents the mean number of visits to transient states j from the state 

of origin i during t time units. These values are provided in the 

following Table ~ for each state of origin i for 20 years of duration. 

Table 7. Mean number of transitions to transient states 
within 20 years of duration 

" age oF 
from NM to from PM to from hl to from 0 to entry 

into 
state 

1 5 

20 

25 

30 

35 

40 

45 

50 

. 
PM hl 0 PM hl 0 PM hl 0 PM hl 0 

.981 .011 .• 058 .047 .014 .073 .655 .• 008 .034 .973 .• 01 0 .056 

.992 .01 8 .069 .058 .024 .092 .754 • 01 3 .049 1 .000 .019 .070 

.786 .022 .051 .061 .034 .090 .631 .01 5 .034 .852 .024 .056 

.466 .020 .019 .039 .054 .068 .478 .020 .01 8 .847 .037 .033 

.280 .01 8 .001 .030 .091 .048 .340 .024 .008 .739 •• 053 .01 8 

.1 81 .020 .000 .018 .148 .031 .233 .028 .000 .599 .075 .01 0 

.11 0 .023 .000 .01 6 .242 .019 .147 .030 .000 .469 .095 .000 

.064 .020 .000 .007 .366 .010 .091 .028 .000 .377 .1 06 .000 

As is obvious from the table, the mean number of transitions from 

any state of origin to the PM and to the 0 shows a definite dec-

reasing pattern for increasing ag es of entrance into these states 

of origin. On the other hand, from any state of origin to the hl 

they show an increasing pattern, except for same fluctuations in 

the case of the NM. It is worth noting also that no transitions 

to the 0 are to be found from the cohorts of the NM, hl and D 

starting at ages of 40 or 45 ( in the case of the 0); all the 

divorces observed are experienced only by the cohort of the PM 

from that age of entrance onward. 
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(4) State Probabilities 

It is the probability that a person who enters state i at 

age x will be found in state j within t time units. It is not 

the probability of making a move from state i to state j; before 

being found in state j, the person could have made multiple moves. 

These probabilities, as was al ready pointed out, form a Markov 

chain. And hence, they would correspond to the values of the 

table of the Expected Number of Survivors obtained through the 

status-based approach of the Markov model. 

But the steps to find these state probabilities are different 

in the semi-Markov model in as much as they take into account not 

only the effects of age but also of duration. The various steps 

towards the construction of the state probabilities provide us 

with the first passage probabilities, their densities and renewal 

densities, all these portraying the effect of duration on transi

tions between states of those individuals who enter a particular 

state a specific age. 

Wherever direct transitions (called also "real" transitions) 

are possible, the first passage probabilities give the probabili

ties of making a move from one state to another within t time units. 

These are basic in the semi-Markov model, but not provided by the 

Markov model. Analytically, it is the backward equation based on 

the first jump which lends itself most easily to the estimation of 

these basic probabilities. Further, making use of the first pass

age densities, renewal densities are found which account for 

multiple and indirect transitions (called also "vittual" transitions). 

Despite the labour involved, it is worth examining how the 

state probabilities are obtained in the semi-Markov model. The 
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equation (17a) provides the mathematieal formula for fin ding the 

state probabilities. Tts interpretation is as follows: the 

probability that a pers on who enters state i at age x will be 

found in state j at age (x+t) is equal to the probability that 

he makes a move, either realor virtual, to state j within t time 

units (given by mij(x,s», and stays in the same state for an 

additional t-s time units. 

Thus, for example, we have P12(20,10) = 0.877 whieh ean 

be found from Table 3. This value has been obtained by 

p 1 2 ( 20,1 0) = m1 2 ( 20,0) . (1 -A 2 ( 20,1 0» + m1 2 ( 20,1 ). (1 -A 2 (21 ,9 ) ) 

m
12

(20,2). (1-A
2

(22,8» + m12 (20,3). (1-A 2 (23, 7» 

m1 2 ( 20,4). (1 -A 2 ( 24, 6) ) 

m12 (20,6).(1-A 2 (26,4» 

m1 2 ( 20, 8 ). (1 -A 2 ( 28,2) ) 

m
1 

2 ( 20,1 0) • ( 1 -A 2 ( 30,0) ) 

+ m12 (20,5).(1-A 2 (25,5» 

+ m
12

(20,7).(1-A 2 (27,3» 

+ m1 2 ( 2 0,9 ) • (1 -A 2 ( 29 ,1 ) ) 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

= o + (.201 * .943) + (.213 * .947) + (.164 * .951) + 

( .1 21 * .956) + (.077 * .961) + (.054 * .969) + 

(.032 * .977) + (.023 * .985) + (.018 * .992) + 

(.015 * 1.000) 

= .1895 + .2017 + .1559 + .1157 + .0740 + 

.0523 f .0313 + .0226 + .0178 + .0150 

= .876 

This implies that out of 877 individuals found in state 2, 190 have 

made their move to state 2 within one year and have stayed for nine 

years in state 2, 74 individuals have moved to state 2 within 5 years 

and have stayed in state 2 for another five years, etc. 

However, sinee the m's are renewal densities, the passage to 

state 2 eould have been either realor virtual. This ean be further 

examined from the eq.(12). Thus, for example, 

m12(20,8) =.0226 ean be seen to be eomposed of: 
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= m11 ( 20, 0) • a 1 2 ( 20, 8) + m, 3 ( 20, 6) • a 3 2 ( 26,2) + m1 4 ( 20, 3) • a
4 

2 (23,5 ) 

+ m1 3 ( 20, 7 ) . a:3 2 ( 27 ,,) + m, 4 ( 20, 4 ) • a 4 2 ( 24 , 4 ) 

+ m14 (20,5).a 42 (25,3) 

+ m14 (20,6).a42 (26,2) 

+ m, 4 ( 2 0, 7 ) • a 4 2 ( 2 7 " ) 

h t ( . greater w ere more erms not necessarlly a number of cases) are coming 

from the state 4(0). This kind of analysis can be carried on to 

the point, where one finally arrives at the first passage probabi-

lities. 

Note that the state probability matrices are stochastic 

matrices. Fig.2 plots these state probabilities for states of 

main interest. If fig.' of first passage probabilities is laid 

over fig.2 of state probabilities, one notices that the curves in 

both figures coincide except for the upper tail-ends of state 

probability curves and except for transitions from the PM to the D. 

They seem to be similar in shape, but differ in their levels. 

This seems to indicate that the study of state probabilities is 

perhaps better effected through the study of first passage proba-

bilities; because the latter are the probabilities of making a 

move from one state to another while the former are the probabili-

ties of being found in a specific state. 
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PAR T 11 

5. PARAMETRIC FORMS OF THE ONE-STEP TRANSITION PROBABILITIES 

One of the advantages of the semi-Markov model is that it 

facilitates a parametrization of its basic probabilities, namely 

the first passage probabilities, unlike the Markov model with 

respect to state probabilities. 

The first passage probabilities can be expressed in a para-

metric form by a proper choice of density function. 

a .. (x,t) lJ 

In general, 

where f is a density function with the parameters d(x), r(x) ... 

and t. These parameters can be estimated through various techni-

ques at our disposal. Computer programs are now available to 

estimate the parameters by the method of Maximum Likelihood or 

through the use of the Minimization Principle; for example, the 

CERN and NAG computer programs. But one is handicapped in making 

use of these computer programs because of the lack of knowledge 

about the limits of these parameters. 

As the case under study is the process of entry into. and 

exit from marriage, the model proposed by Gudmund Hernes (1972) 

was tried. This model has been constructed to capture only the 

process of entry into first marriage and has been built on quite 

interesting sociological considerations of two main forces influ-

encing the unmarried. The first force is the increase in social 

pressure on a single person that accompanies the increase in the 

percentage of the cohort already married - the cohort to which he 

or she belongs. Thus, social pres su re to marry is t~ken to be 

proportional to the percentage of the cohort already married, and 
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the rate of change in the probability of getting married is taken 

to be proportional to this pressure. The second force is marria-

geability which generally declines with age. These two forces 

have opposite effects; one increases the pressure to marry, the 

other reduces the capacity to marry. 

The final form of the Hernes' model is given simply by 

1 = 
1 + 

1 

b
t 

ka 

(1 8) 

where Pt is the proportion of the cohort already married at time t, 

log a = A 
log b , A is the average initial marriageability, 

b «1) is the constant of deterioration in marriageability, and 

k If we have the estimates of k, a and b, then Po 

and A can be calculated and the model can be completely specified. 

This model has a special relevance of application to the case under 

study because it can be viewed as describing a non-homogeneous 

diffusion process. 

Before the application of this model, certain points are to 

be borne in mind. 

i) Po is weIl defined and is not equal to zero, because from 

(16) it can be seen that Po 1 
Practically speaking, :::: 

1 + 1 
ka 

this means that in fitting the data, the first year of the process 

should be taken to be t o' th at is, G. 

1.'1.,) Th f ' , (16) looks,like e orm g1.ven 1.n /\ d-log1.st1.C but its inflection point 

is not midway between 0 and its upper asymptote, so that the limbs 

of the curve are not symmetric about the inflection point as the 

logistic is. 

iii) The asymptote of the curve is given by 

as b < 1 • 

L t p 
t--> eD t = 

1 
1 + 1 

-k-
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Iv) If we let then gt is a Gompertz function and 

the parameters a, b, and k can be estimated by the usual method 

of selected points ( 3-points procedure), by dividing the data 

into th ree equ sections. Then the estimates are given by the 

formulae : 

1:3 log gt 1:210g gt 
= (17) 

1:2 log gt 1:1 log gt 

log a ( 1: 2 log gt - 1:
1 log gt). b - 1 = 

( bT_1 )2 
(18) 

1 ( 1:1 log gt 
(b T -1 l .log a ) 

= (b -1) T 

log k (1 9 ) 

where 1:. denotes the sum of logarithms of the observed cumulative 
1 

percentages of the i-th section and T is the number of observations 

in each section. 

The first p~ssage probabilities Aij(x,t) are nothing se but 

the cumulative distribution,as t increases, 'of the first passage 

den si ties a .. (x, t). Therefore, th is model can be appl ied 
1J 

to fit the values of A .. (x,t) for each x, i:l\I\\l and j=PM. With 24 
1J 

observations, the first passage probabilites have been fitted, and 

they are presented in Table 8. Thè.fit is remarkably good, remar-

kable in the light of unsatisfactory fits attempted with many other 

distributions like gamma, log-normal and even logistic, through the 

Minimization Principle. In the tabIe, ALPHA stands for the para-

meter "a", BETA for "bH and KAPPA for "k", AB ITY for "A" which 

is the average initial marriageability. 

The average initial marriageability is highest at age 15 

and decreases up to age 35, it then moves upward till 45, and once 

a in falls down from age 50. The coefficient b, the constant of 

terioration in marriageability,fluctuates. The asymptotes 

crease throughout. 



Table 8. " .... ~ .• ~ ....... - ... ~ .............. _ ....... _.,.- ... -...... ~ .................... -. 
****************************************************************************************************** ..... ***** .. **** .. * .. * .. *** FITTEO FIRST PASSAGE PROBS -NM Ta PM 

GDSERVED VALUES IN BRACKETS GOMPERTZ 3 F'OINTS FIT 
*********************** *.************ ************* *************** **********.** **********.*** ************* .*--****-*.** 

AGE (1:)) AGE(20) AGE(2~) AGE(30) AGE(35) AOE(40) AQE(4:U ME UlO) 
ALPHA ,000111 .021'74:2 , 131874 ,156647 .152805 · 123335 . 127466 .193936 
DEl A .915798 , 81467:3 ,833679 ,847558 .859413 .63:,.04 .600980 .619028 
KAPPA 21.617324 17,0717.1U 3. 394197 .918645 .425205 · .H9326 .12'977 .070926 

ABILITY 1. 853771 ,784728 ,368526 .306604 .264618 .377130 .457133 .327450 
ASYMPT , 9!')~706 · 944l>ó::i 772427 .478799 .296347 · 179876 . l11BB3 .066229 

,002 ( 003) .271 ( 201 ) .309 ( .238) . 126 ( .089) .061 ( .040) .026 ( .021) .016 C .012) .014 ( .008) 
;.~ .013 ( ,016) 430 ( , 41'1) 39::; ( .373) ,160 ( , 152) .078 ( .073) .031 ( .03') .024 ( .024) .818 ( .011) 
:I ,048 ( 0:32) .574 ( · 57'1) .454 ( .466) , 195 ( .203) .096 ( .104) .048 ( .052) .033 ( .034) . 23 ( .026) 
4 · 134 ( 130) .683 ( '7001 .512 ( ,532) .229 ( ,246) .114 ( · 126) .0.1 ( .066) .042 ( .045) .028 « • 031) !) 277 ( .256) ,760 ( , '176) ,561 ( , '84) ,261 ( ,279) .132 ( · 145) .073 ( .078) .051 C .054) .033 ( .031) 
6 ,446 ( ,405) , 81;~ ( · e;-H-i) ,600 ( ,621 ) ,290 ( .308) .1::')0 ( · 163) .086 ( .069) .060 ( .062' .037 ( .041 ) 
7 · ::>96 ( ,564) ,848 ( ,8:,9) ,632 ( ,646) .316 ( .331 ) ,166 ( .115) .097 ( .099) .068 ( • OhIP, .041 ( .04:5> 
8 708 ( , .!oS5) ,87:1 ( . 87rf) ,658 ( ,667> ,339 ( .3'3) ,182 ( · lBIP) .108 ( .108) .075 ( .078) .045 ( .04B) 
9 784 ( ,775) .890 ( 8</4 ) ,679 ( ,685) ,359 ( ,368l · 196 ( .200) .118 ( ,11IP) .082 ( .083) .048 ( .050) 

10 .834 ( 832) ,90:, ( , 9(}~) , 696 ( , 699) , 377 ( , 382) , 208 ( · 211) · 121 ( , 12.) .087 ( · OSe) .051 ( .0:52) 
11 , f:l68 ( ,871 ) .912 ( 914) ,710 ( ,710) ,392 ( ,39') ,220 ( .220) · 134 ( .133) .0'1 ( .092) ,054 ( • 0:54) 12 , [<91 ( ,893) .920 ( .9J9) .721 ( .720) ,405 ( .403) ,230 ( .229) · 141 ( , 140) ,09' ( .095) .0"" ( · 0,,") 
13 · 90'7 ( , 90S) 92;j ( 9~11l ) ,730 ( ,729) .416 ( ,413) ,239 ( .236) .147 ( .148) .098 C .098) .058 ( · 0:57) 111 ,91'1 ( ,919) 927 ( ,9;'0) ,73"> ( ,735) .425 ( 422) ,247 ( .245) .152 ( · 152) · 101 ( • 199) .059 ( .O~) 
15 ' <";:d7 ( .9281 ,932 ( , 9:J 1 ) ,74:1 ( , 741) ,433 ( .429) ,2'3 ( ,252) .156 ( ,157) · 103 ( .1 2) .060 ( .059) 
16 · ?34 ( ,934 ) ,935 ( 9~jJ ) ,74n ( .746) .440 ( ,435) ,259 ( ,257) · 160 ( , 161) .10' ( .104) ,061 ( .0.1 , 
17 ,938 ( ,938) .937 ( .9:U·) .752 ( 750) ,446 ( .442) ,265 ( .263) .163 ( ,164) · 106 ( .105) .062 , · Ohl) lB ,94;:! ( 941) 93tl ( 9:ml .75"- ( . 754) , 451 ( , 447) · 269 ( · 270) · 166 ( , 166) .107 ( · 10.) .063 ( • 062) 19 , 945 ( · 944) . 93'~ ( · 9:1?) ,75'1 ( .757) .455 ( ,453) .273 ( .273) .168 ( .168) · tOS ( · lOS) .063 ( .063) .c:-
20 ,94'1 ( ,947) 940 ( , 940) 761 I ,760) ,45"# ( , 458) , 217 ( · 277) · 170 ( · 170) · 109 ( · 10IP) .064 ( .064) .c:-21 ,949 ( .949) 941 ( '1'1 J I ,768 ( ,763) ,462 ( .462) .280 ( ,280) · 172 ( , 171) .109 ( .110) .064 ( · (64) 22 .750 ( ,950) 942 ( 942) , 76~ ( .766) ,464 ( ,466) .282 , ,283) · 173 ( .173) .110 ( .110) .0.' ( .065) 
23 951 ( ,952) .942 I .943) ,760 ( ,768) .467 ( ,471 ) .28' ( .285) · 174 ( · 174) .110 ( · 111) ,06' ( .066) 
24 ,952 ( ,9:'13) 943 ( 9'1'1) ,76" I . 770) , 469 ( , 474) .286 ( · 286) , 17' ( · 17:U ,111 ( ,112) .065 ( .067) i 

******************************~*********************************************************************.*******-**.***************** 1 F'ITTEO FIf~ST PASSAGE PROaS, -1"11 TO DIV 
OBSERVED VALUES IN BAAC"'ETS QOI'IF'ERTZ 3 POINTS FIT 

*.""**.** *._.*** •• *.*** * •• *******.********~******** *************** .****.*-**********************.************ **************-* 
A(~f(15) AGE(20) AGE(;25) AGE(30) AQE(:l') AQE(40) AQE(4" "0&:(50) 

ALP HA . 00:)'179 · 021713 , '189497 , 100283 , 124787 , 127873 , 131778 . 162.eo SElA ,8578'16 ,8551'73 .1363723 ,852606 ,848079 .832797 ,80"'" , 813701 I(APPA 11 ~'194 119458 ' 11060 ,080851 .055122 .034916 ,020701 .012321 
AIHLITV 789882 · 599091 . :153594 .366714 .342'933 .376308 .437603 .374383 ASYI'IPT , 103938 , 10ó'711 099959 .074903 .052242 ,033738 .020282 .012171 

1 0, 000 (0,000) .003 ,oo:?> ,010 ( ,007) .008 ,00') .007 ( ,00') ,004 .003) .003 ( ,002) .002 ( .001 ) 2 0 000 (0 000) , 004 .00'1 ) .01': ( ,013) ,011 .011 ) .009 ( ,009) .006 .006) .004 ( .004) .003 ( .003) 3 ,003 ( ,001 ) , OOi' 00'/) 011< ( ,019) ,015 ,016) ,012 f ,013) , ooa 009) .006 ( .006) .004 ( .004> 11 ,00'1 ( ,001 ) . 011 ' 011) . 0;2:1 ( .025) .019 .021 ) · Ot, ( ,016> .011 ,012) .007 ( .OOS) .005 « · 0(6) :5 , 007 ( · 003> 015 , 016) , 02U ( ,031 ) ,023 .026) ,018 ( .020> ,013 ,014) .009 ( ,009> .006 ( .00.) 6 .010 ( ,004) .020 ,023) 0311 ( ,036) ,028 0311 ,022 ( ,023) .015 ,016) .010 ( .011 ) .006 ( .001) 7 ,015 ( ,007> 026 .029) ,03'" ( ,041 ) , 032 , 03') , 025 ( · 026) • 017 ,018) · 012 ( · 012) , 007 ( · OOS) B ,020 ( ,010) ,032 ,035) ,04!J ( ,046) .037 ,038) ,028 ( ,029) .019 , o;!O) .013 ( .013) .008 , .008) Cl .025 ( ,014 ) 038 .0.il1> ,ose) ( .051 ) .041 ,042) ,031 ( .O::U) .021 ,022) .014 ( .01') .009 ( .009) 10 031 ( ,019) ,045 .046) , 05~ ( ,056) ,045 ,046) ,033 ( .034) ,023 ,023) .015 ( , Ol" ,009 ( .009) IJ ,037 ( .025' ,051 · 051 ) ,06(\ ( .060) ,048 ,048) ,036 ( .036) ,024 .024) ,016 ( .016) .010 ( .010) 12 043 ( ,031 ) .057 ,056) ,06.4- ( 064) ,052 .051 ) .038 ( .038) .026 026) .017 ( .017) .010 ( .010) '13 ,049 ( ,037) .062 ,061 ) 06E' ( ,068) ,05"1 , 054) · 040 ( · 039) · 027 027) · 017 ( · 017) . 010 ( · 010) 14 · 054 ( · 043) , 067 , 066) 07~ ( 071 ) .057 ,056) ,041 ( ,041> ,028 029) ,018 ( ,018) ,011 ( · OU) 15 .OllO ( ,049) ,072 ,071 ) , 07~ ( ,075) ,059 ,059) ,043 ( ,042) ,029 029) .018 ( .018) ,011 ( .011 ) 16 ,065 ( ,05'1' ,076 ,075) ,07E ( ,077) 061 .061 ) .044 ( .044) ,030 029) .019 ( .019) .011 ( .011 ) 17 .069 ( ,059) .080 ,0'19) ,08l ( .oao) .063 ,063) ,045 ( ,04') ,030 030) .019 ( ,019) ,011 ( .011 ) 18 ,073 ( ,064> ,084 · OU;?) . oe: ( ,083) 065 064) .046 ( .046) ,031 031> .019 ( .019) .012 ( ,011 ) 19 ,077 ( ,069) ,097 , 086) , oe~ ( ,085) ,066 ,066) 047 ( .047) .031 031> .019 ( .019) ,012 ( .012) 20 .081 ( ,0731 ,089 ,009) ,08i ( ,087) 067 .067> ,048 ( ,048) ,032 032) .020 ( ,020) .012 ( .012) 21 , 084 ( ,078) 092 · 0'1;» 08S ( ,089) .069 068) ,049 ( · (49) ,032 032) .020 ( .020) .012 ( .012) 22 ,086 ( · OBI) ,094 ,09::\) ,09C ( ,091 ) 069 ,070) ,049 ( ,049) .032 032) ,020 ( .020) ,012 ( .012) 23 ,069 I ,(85) ,096 0(/7) ,09:;- ( ,092) .070 .071 ) ,050 ( · O~O) ,033 033) 020 ( .020) ,012 ( .012) 24 0"#1 ( ,Oa8) 097 0'/91 09:: ( ,094) ,071 ,072) ,000 ( .0'0) ,033 033) ,020 ( ,020) .012 ( ,012) 



Table 8. contd. 
*********.*******.*****.*.*********.*************************** •• * •• * •••• ** ••• * ••• *.* ............... * .................... * ....... 

FITTED FIRsr PASSAOE PROBS -DI\I' TO PM 
OB9ERVED VALUES IN BRACKETS OOMPERTZ :3 POINTS FIT 

.******. ****.*******.********************************************* *****.***************.**.**.* * •• **.* •• **.** .......... *.* ... 
AGE(l~) AGE(20) AOE <:25) AQE(30) AQE(35) AQE(40) AOE(45) AOE(:IO» 

À\_PHA .002994 ,000875 .023798 .035735 .05a349 .068027 .081622 .119335 
BETA .884381 .896215 ,993692 .8a2548 • aa6363 . Bó8042 .838689 .&a6994 
KAPPA ~7.e17548 40.350963 17.516756 6.76:5108 3.552138 1.748194 .953724 .539996 

ABILITY ,714000 517694 ,420146 ,416260 ,342746 .380370 .440783 .403S15 
ASYMPT ,974238 .97581'7 ,945995 .811219 .780323 .63612' .488157 .3S0648 

1 0.000 (0.000) .264 .207) ,294 ( .221 ) · 19~ ( · 131» · 172 ( · 10") • 106 ( · 07:U .072 ( .0151) .061 ( .039) 
ca 0,000 (0,000) 369 .334) .383 ( · 37") .263 ( .249) .223 ( .203) .145 C .14U • 104 ( .103) .08' ( .085) 
:3 0,000 (0.000) .476 .502) .469 ( · 4al) ,336 ( .352) .276 ( .29a) · 187 ( .2(2) .141 C · 1:10) .112 ( .123) 
4 .404 ( .095) ,514 , 5'}S) ,549 ( · ~70) .401 ( .434) .329 ( .358) .232 ( · 2:10) · 179 ( .195) .140 ( .149) 
:5 .519 ( · 126) .657 .668) ,611 ( ,64:n ,473 ( ,501> .381 ( .413) .275 ( .295) .2U. ( .231 ) .167 ( .184) 
b ,620 ( ,307) ,724 ,7-'10) .675 ( ,691 ) .532 ( ,0'5) .429 ( .456) · ~17 ( .330) .252 ( .260) .192 ( .204) 
7 .701 ( .41a) ,717 .792) ,723 ( ,732) ,5a4 ( 601) .412 ( .495) · 56 ( .366> .285 ( .294) .2UI ( .222) 
8 ,764 ( .565) 819 ,825) .762 ( .767) .62a ( .647) · :H2 ( .030) .3"2 « • 398) · 31' ( · 322) . 235 ( · 243 • 
9 , 811 ( , 649) · 950 · 8!14) .193 ( ,796) .665 ( .676) · '46 ( .507) .424 ( .42'P) .341 ( .342) .253 ( .2'7) 

10 ,947 ( .710) .874 ,878) .818 ( ,819) .696 ( .704) .076 ( .583) .4'2 ( .4'4) .~3 ( .3.8) .269 ( .272) 
11 ,973 ( .773) .893 .8'73) ,839 ( .838) .722 ( ,725) ,603 ( .603) .476 ( .473) · 93 « • 383) · 2B:ii ( .283) 
12 .894 ( , alB) .907 .906) .855 ( ,904) .744 « 743) · 6C!6 ( .624) .498 ( .497) .3'P" ( • 3"7) · 293 ( .293) 
13 · 909 ( · 847) .,19 , 918) · 969 ( · 870) · 163 ( · 761) , 646 ( .642) • :117 ( • '16) · 413 ( · 413) .303 ( · 302) 
14 , 921 ( , 872) 9028 , 927) , eao ( · aeo) .77e ( ,774) ,663 ( .660) · ~33 ( · '30) .42' ( .423) .311 ( .310> 
Hl .930 ( ,993) .,36 .935) ,890 ( · BB9. .791 ( ,781. .678 ( .674) .547 ( . 54a) .435 ( .434) .318 ( .31') 
16 ,938 ( , "(6) .942 , .,41 ) · B98 ( .897. · BOC! ( .7"17. , 6.,0 ( · 68 •• · 5~9 ( · O~8) .444 ( .442) .323 ( .31.) 
17 , 94~ ( ,919> .947 .946) ,904 ( .903) .812 ( , B07) ,702 ( .6"") · '69 ( .569) .451 ( .4~) .3:18 ( .323> 
lB 940 ( · "28) , 951 9~1 > .910 ( 909) .820 ( ,816. .711 ( .710) .518 « · 078) · 4'7 ( · 4'7) .332 ( • 327) ~ 
19 ,952 ( .936) ,954 .95-1 ) ,914 ( ,914 ) .826 ( , B24) ,720 ( .71a) · '86 ( .586) .462 ( .462) .33' ( .332) Ul 
20 .956 ( .943) 9!,)7 .957) ,918 < .91B) .832 ( ,831 ) ,727 ( .728) · a93 ( · 593> .46. ( .466) .338 ( .336> 
21 · .,51:3 ( , .,48) 960 ,960) ,922 ( ,922) 831 ( .837) ,734 ( .734) · '99 ( · ,"") · 470 « · 469) • 340 ( · 340) 
2;;;> , 961 ( , .,53) · 962 _ (162) · 925 ( , 920) · 842 ( · 844. · 739 ( .740) · 604 ( .604) · 473 ( · 472) · 342 ( · 344) 
23 , 962 ( · 957> 964 964) · 927 ( · 928) , 845 ( · 849) · 744 ( · 746' · 60e ( .60.' .475 ( .475) .343 ( .3411) 
24 ,964 ( ,960) .96':) <;lt.:» ,930 ( ,931 > ,849 ( · 8:)3) 748 ( · 7:)0) .612 ( .612) .477 C .479) .34' ( .3::)2) 

• 
**.********.******.**.**.****************** •• ***._.**.*******---*-*-_.*_ •• *._-*_ •••• _-_ •• _--.--••••••••• _-.---•• * ••••••••• - ...... 

OBSEAVEO VALUES 
FITT~D FIRST PASSAGE PROBS. -WID TO PM 

IN DRA KETS GOMPERTZ 3 POINTS FIT 
***************.*.**.*********.***********.*************._*****-***._---**-.*--*.* ••• **.-.****_ •• _.*--•••••• **.* ••••• * .... **.*-. 

ME( 1:1> AGE(20) AGE(25) AGE(30) AQE(35) AQE(40) AOE(4') AQE(~) 

ALPHA .022165 ,051203 .094355 .097995 .115501 .130544 .118002 153062 
SETA .818594 .861952 .871385 . a56923 .952932 .843417 .'818512 .808642 
KAPPA 2.070183 3.211043 1.889702 1. 006491 . '66130 .325762 .179801 • 1013:125 

ABILITV .762'28 .441045 ,325000 . 35Bó64 .343362 • 346T.Z7 .4öt7982 .3'98654 
ASVI'IPT .674286 .762529 .653944 . :101618 .361484 .245717 .152399 .092002 

1 0.000 (0.000) , 141 ( .095> .101 ( , lOB) .090 ( ,066) .061 ( .042) .041 ( .026) .021 ( .013) .015 ( .011 ) 
ii! 0.000 (0.0001 ,199 ( , 18?) · 190 ( · lBa) · 121 ( · 120) .082 ( .076) .055 ( · O'S) .030 ( .031 ) .022 ( .020) 
3 0.000 (0.000) .261 ( ,271 ) .239 ( .2'4) .150 ( .1:19) .10' ( · 113) .071 ( .079) .041 ( .046) .oa. ( .031 ) 
4 .204 , .028) 324 ( .331 ) .284 C .305) · 189 ( · 1"') · 129 ( · 141) .088 ( · 09') • 053 ( · 060) • 036 ( · 040) 
5 · 272 ( , 078) , 394 ( , 409) , 326 ( · 343) .223 ( · 239) · 153 ( · 165) · 104 ( · 113) .064 ( • 070) • 043 ( · 048) 
6 · 338 ( · 15.> · 439 ( · 470) · 366 ( · 384) · 256 ( · 271) · %76 ( · lB6) .120 ( .125) .076 ( .080) .050 ( .0'4> 
7 .3'97 ( ,233) .481 ( · 514) .402 ( .41B) .2a6 ( · 296) · I"B ( · :U2) · 135 ( · 140) .0Bó ( .oa9) .0'7 ( .059) 
8 .448 ( ,299) .529 ( , 551) ,434 ( .442) .314 ( .324) .218 ( .22". , 149 ( · 154) · 0"6 ( · 099) .062 ( · 063) 
9 · 4"0 ( · 348) , 565 ( , 579' · 463 ( , 466) · 339 ( · 345) · 236 ( · 242) · 162 ( · 16') · 10' ( · 107) · 067 ( · 0.8> 

10 · 525 ( · 412) · 596 ( · 601) · 4B9 ( ,492) .361 ( .363) .253 ( .257) .173 ( · 175) .112 ( .114) .071 ( .072) 
11 .553 ( .461 ) .621 ( .624) .510 ( ,012) .380 ( .379) ,267 ( .266) .184 ( .183) .119 ( • 119) .075 ( .075) 

'12 · '76 ( .498) 643 ( .643) · '29 ( .528) .397 ( .3"9) · 2ao ( .279) · 1"2 ( · 191) · 124 ( · 123) .078 ( .077) 
13 .595 ( .028) ,661 ( ,656) .546 ( .546) .412 ( .411> .291 ( · 2.,0) .200 ( .19") · 129 ( · 128> .080 ( · 080) 
14 · 610 ( · 551) · 676 ( 670) · '60 ( · 559) · 424 ( · 421) · 301 ( · 29") · 207 ( · 206) · 133 r · 132) ,083 ( ,082) 
%5 .622 ( ,568) ,699 ( .6(4) .573 ( ,510) .435 ( .433) .310 ( .307) 213 ( .212) .136 ( .136) .084 ( .084) 
16 ,631 ( .097) ,700 ( .696) .093 ( .580) ,440 ( .440) .317 ( .314 ) .218 ( .217) .139 ( .138) .0Bó ( .086) 
17 .639 ( ,6(3) .709 ( .705) .593 ( ,092) .453 ( .449) .323 ( .320) .222 ( .221 ) .142 ( .140) .087 ( .oa7) 
lB .646 ( .614) ,117 ( · 714) .601 ( 600) ,460 ( .457) .329 ( .321) .225 ( .225) .143 ( · 143) · oae ( .08B) 
1" .601 ( ,620) .7 .. 4 ( .122) .608 ( .606) .4.6 ( ,464) .334 ( .333) .2ói!9 ( ,228) .14' r .144) .089 ( · 08") 
20 · 655 ( · 637) · 729 ( · 720) 614 ( , 614) · 471 ( · 470) · 338 ( , 338) · 231 ( · 231) · 146 ( · 146) · 089 ( · OB9) 
21 .659 ( .646) .734 ( .734) ,619 ( .618) ,470 ( .47') .341 ( .342) ,233 ( .233) · 147 ( · 14a) .090 ( .090) 

~ .662 ( .653) .738 ( ,740) ,6:24 ( .6024> ,47" ( · 480) · 344 · 345) , 230 ( , 236) · 148 ( • 149) · 0'90 ( · 090) 
· 664 ( · 661) · 741 ( · 745) · 628 ( , 629) .482 ( , 480) · 347 · 348) , 237 ( · 238) · 149 ( · 1:10) · 0"1 ( • !>'PO) 

24 , 666 ( · 667) · 744 ( · 749) · 631 ( · 634) .4B5 ( ,490) .349 .301 ) .238 ( ,23") · 150 ( · 1'1) .091 ( · 0''1) 

:'--'-.f. 
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Encouraged by these results, the same model was thought of 

for fitting the first passage probabilities for remarriage and for 

divorce as weIl, on the supposition that the same or similar socio-

logical forces are at work. Marriageability will be interpreted 

then as "remarriageability" or "divorceabilit y" as the case would 

require. Thus, for example, the interpretation would be, in the 

case of transition from PM to D : a social pressure operates on 

the present married to get divorced, when many of their cohort are 

already divorced - "He or she, why not me?" attitude! And this 

pressure is negatively countered by the age of the individuals. 

beaving a~i~l,e questions that can arise from these sociological 

interpretations, the fits are found once again to be good, except 

for the youngest cohort starting from age 15 and for some ovcresti

mates in other cohorts for the first duration interval (0,1J. 

These fits are also given in Table B. 

These estimated parameters a, band k are ~lotted for the 

four main transitions + NM-PM, PM-D, W-PM and D-PM. (Fig.3). 

!I---->t 

O-----C 

.:It'. * 
+----.-

Nr'1-PM 
PM-D 
hl -pr~ 

D -PM 

The initial capacity ( for marriage 

of the NM, for remarriage of the 

hl and the 0, and for divorce of the 

PM) seems to almost coincide for all 

the cohorts from aga 25 onwards. 

The constant of deterioration is the 

highest for all ages in the case of 

transition from the W to P~ and lowest 

for transition from the D to the PM 

except for age 35. In contrast, the 
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asymptote i tR~ghest in the case of transition from the W to 

the PM for all ages, while it is the lowest in the case of transi-

tion from the 0 to the PM. 
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6. FURTHER WORKS ENVISAGED AND CONCLUSION 

Of a few suggestions put forward to relax the assumptions 

of homogeneity and Markovian condition inherent in the construc-

tion of multistate life tables currently in use, that of Mode 

has been found to be the most helpful. His suggestion to 

construct a semi-Markov model by extending the backward differen-

tial equations to include sojaurn times in states makes feasible 

a computer algorithm. This algorithm win its way through 

first passage probabilities and renewal densities to express the 

state probabilities in terms of duration spent in states and of 

pulls and push es among states. In fact, the first passage pro-

babilities have been found to present a more relevant and more 

realistic picture than the state probabilities. 

That the semi-Markov model constructed on the methodology 

proposed by Mode relaxes the Markovian assumption by introdu
,,",ctr 

cing sojaurn times in states is quite clear. But it also helps 
A 

in studying the effe cts of heteroge~ity is not that obvious. 
1\ 

In fact, we have seen that the first passage probabilities can 

be parametrized. Once the parametrization is made possible, we 

can use these parameters in turn to study the effe cts of hetero-

geneity. 

In general, if there is a vector I of n covariates such 

that Z = (z1 ,z2". ,zn)' this vector can be taken into the para

metric form of the first passage probabilities, and the parameters 

can be made to be dependent on the vector of covariates. For 

example, one of the parameters we have used in the last section, 

say "a", can be expressed as a(x,I) 

are the parameters of heterogeneity ( of covariates) to be esti-

mated. 
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In an effort at parametrizing the first passage probabi

lities, we found that the Hernes' model accounts well not only 

for the sociological forces in operation behind the process of 

first marriage as it was originally intended, but also those 

influencing the processes of remarriage and divorce as well. 

Now, we can bring in a greater degree of heterogeneity in the 

calculation of the first passage probabilities by taking account 

of the three culturally distinct regions in Belgium, namely 

Bruxelles (Brabant), Wallonia and Flanders. If dummies were to 

be used, these three regions have to be expressed in two dummies 

(say, z1 for Wallonia, Z2 for Flanders, both in reference to 

Bruxelles). Further, if sex also were to be introduced, another 

dummy (say Z3) can be taken for males or females, and so on. 

These possibilities of further heterogenization will be explored 

in future works. 

Similarly, extending the study from 1970 to 1981 ,when the 

last census in Belgium was held, can also be done to examine the 

trends in transitions between marital states. If data were 

available, another topic of interest which is gaining attention 

of demographers, namely cohabitation before marriage, can as 

well be introduced instead of the usual four marital states. 

The semi-Markov modelopens new vistas for further research 

works which attempt to study the effects of inhomogeneittes ot~er 

than duration in demographic transitions. 

000000000 
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